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ZIONISM VICTORIA PRESIDENT 
YOSSI GOLDFARB

Gum trees, of course, were imported to Israel from the 
late nineteenth century to help drain the swamps as 
olim from Eastern Europe returned to the homeland 
and began the project that is the modern state of 
Israel. The metaphor literally blows me away. Our work 
at Zionism Victoria focusses on bringing Israel closer to 
Victorians, and Victoria closer to Israel. The more than 
100-year-old tree not only denotes the connection 
between the two, but speaks volumes for the enduring 
nature of that connection. Our work to strengthen that 
connection – like the gum tree in question – continues 
to grow, deepen and endure.

Notwithstanding the unique (and hopefully now, 
historical) impact of COVID-19 on our activities in 
particular and the broader community in general, 
the past year has certainly seen the work of Zionism 
Victoria strengthen the connection with Israel. Good 
fortune smiled upon us earlier in the year as we 
finalised our planning for the series of events that 
not only celebrated Israel’s 73rd Yom Ha’atzmaut, but 
also gave our community its first opportunity to come 
together and celebrate en masse in any forum since 
COVID-19 first appeared.

And celebrate we did! Almost 10,000 people in total 
attended the events put on by Zionism Victoria for Yom 
Ha’atzmaut and during the rally for peace that followed 
shortly after. This level of community engagement 
is unparalleled and, as a movement, we should take 
absolute naches from the fact that not only did people 

come together happily and gladly, but they came 
together to celebrate Israel and our connection to it. 

Amongst the throngs at the Community Festival at 
Caulfield Racecourse that was the jewel-in-the-crown 
of our celebrations, I remember speaking to a few of 
the members of the Victorian parliament who joined 
with the 5,000 grandparents, friends, parents and 
children who came to celebrate on the day. For some, 
who perhaps weren’t that well acquainted with our 
community, you could see the penny literally drop for 
them as they came to understand the depth of the 
connection between our community and Israel.

We can quote the GEN17 survey results that 
demonstrate that 69 per cent of our community 
consider themselves Zionist and that 88 per cent 
feel a special responsibility to the State of Israel. But 
when MPs and other distinguished guests, come to 
our neighbourhood on a wet ‘school-night’ and see 
thousands celebrating as a community, our work is 
much easier. There’s no need to explain the connection 
when it’s on show so all can see the visceral connection 
that is demonstrated so palpably and enthusiastically, 
as it was that evening.

And, while the kids who came would have undoubtedly 
enjoyed the free ice-cream that was given away by one 
of our wonderful community partners – the Bendigo 
Bank – for me the highlight of the evening was the 
energetic and unforgettable concert – watched by 

A few weeks ago, I stumbled on an article describing Israel’s tallest tree. 
The tree in question was an Australian River Red-Gum, about 50 metres tall. 
Its height and majesty tells the wonderful story of the deep and abiding 
connection between Australia and Israel.
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hundreds in-person, and tens of thousands online – 
that featured the music of two of Israel’s most loved 
and enduring contemporary musicians:  Shalom 
Hanoch and Arik Einstein z”l. 

In the month following Yom Ha’atzmaut we of course 
saw a battle break out between Israel and Hamas. The 
more than 4,000 rockets that targeted Israeli civilians 
represented 4,000 war crimes. As a community, 
more than 2,000 of us came together to stand with 
Israel and stand with peace. Particularly pleasing 
was the significant representation from our political 
leadership; state and federal, Liberal and Labor, who 
also attended. Led by the then Leader of the Victorian 
Opposition, Michael O’Brien MP, it was both pleasing 
and reassuring to know that our political friends stand 
with us, not just when it’s easy, but in tough times too 
– a mark of true friendship.

And the times were indeed tough. The lead-up to the 
rally saw some of the more brutish and threatening 
incidents of antisemitism we have ever seen here in 
Victoria. Online threats were vile and menacing, while 
on campus, AUJS students bore the brunt of these 
attacks. On the day itself, there were attempts to 
physically thwart the rally, all of which were handled 
most ably by Victoria Police, who were well supported 
by the volunteers from the Community Security Group 
(CSG).

To follow up we have met with ministers and the 
leadership of the police to talk about what more can 
be done to not only prevent future attacks of this ilk, 
but also to understand whether those responsible will 
be brought to justice. These discussions are ongoing, 
and we hope to meet shortly with the Minister for 
Police, which may well lead to a discussion with the 
Attorney General about the effectiveness of Victorian 
statutes that protect our multiculturalism and punish 
racial vilification.

In addition to the conflict in Gaza, the past year also 
saw the formation of a stable Israeli after four election 
cycles. The March 2021 election seemed like another 
deadlock and the emergence of an historic coalition 
agreement that for the first time in Israel’s history 
included an Arab party, came as a surprise to many. 
Perhaps more surprising, and certainly more pleasing 
is that the new Israeli government has, despite the 
nay-sayers, established itself well, passed a budget for 
the first time in many years and has commenced on 
a program of reform that will certainly enhance Israeli 
society in years to come.

In the wake of the political instability that characterised 
Israel over the preceding two years, the stability of the 
government over this first period is truly impressive. 
I hope this continues so that the government can 
continue its efforts to support the country as it too 

recovers from the COVID-19 pandemic. With the 
easing of restrictions and the success of the vaccination 
programs in Israel and Australia, I’m sure we are all 
looking forward to the prospect of visiting Israel and 
to welcoming Israelis to Melbourne in the coming 
months.

I am particularly proud of our team in the office, who 
over the past eighteen months have demonstrated their 
adaptability, professionalism and commitment to our 
work. During 2021 alone, in addition to the events I’ve 
already mentioned, they put together more than two 
dozen online events in addition to their regular work-
program. While COVID-19 forced our (and everyone 
else’s) hand as we have pivoted to online events, it 
is clear that there are great benefits to conducting 
events online – both in terms of their accessibility and 
responsiveness to current issues, and I expect that 
Zionism Victoria will continue to offer online events in 
2022 and beyond.

I would like to acknowledge the Zionism Victoria team, 
led so well by our executive director, Jean Katzen. Jean 
and the team are the backbone of the organisation 
and all work diligently to implement the board’s 
vision. On behalf of the organisation, and indeed on 
behalf of the entire community, I would like to record 
my appreciation of our core team: Daniella Gozlan, 
Jodi Liebenberg, Charlene Miller, Rina Retman, Rob 
Sherwin and Joey Wilkinson, as well as the team at 
the Lamm Jewish Library of Australia, led by Lauren 
Joffe who is well supported by Ian Samuel OAM and 
Dr Rolene Lamm.

Part and parcel of our operation is our management 
of the Beth Weizmann Jewish Community Centre 
and its larger-than-life Chairman Sam Tatarka. I note 
that in his report to the Assembly, Sam has indicated 
that he will be stepping away from this position in the 
coming months. His commitment to Zionism Victoria – 
as a Past President – and the energy he invested into 
the recent building works are simply indescribable. At 
the opening of the building earlier this year both the 
Federal Treasurer and Victorian Premier took time to 
out to acknowledge Sam’s massive contribution. I add 
my appreciation and gratitude for his efforts. It’s no 
cliché to say that Sam leaves a very big pair of shoes 
to fill. 

Running the building is no small job, and the team 
that has supported Sam in doing so have done this 
well, particularly when considering the additional layer 
of complexity that COVID-19 has provided. I’d like to 
thank Mile and Belinda Stojanovksi and Joel Hecht for 
all their efforts over the past year.

Zionism Victoria doesn’t operate in a bubble of course, 
and much of the work we do is executed in partnership 
with others. A key partner for us is the Jewish Community 
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Council of Victoria (JCCV), with whom, amongst many 
other things, we work in close partnership to host the 
annual cocktail reception for parliamentarians, both 
national and state, and other dignitaries. This year 
some 250 people attended the event that allowed us 
to reflect on and enjoy the bipartisan support for both 
our community and for Israel, which exists amongst our 
political leadership. 

Since taking on the leadership of the JCCV earlier this 
year, Daniel Aghion has made remarkable progress 
and demonstrated clear leadership for our community. 
I look forward to continuing to work with him and the 
JCCV team.

We are also proud partners with our community’s 
philanthropic sector to deliver our program of activities. 
In particular, Gandel Philanthropy has been a close and 
supportive partner to us over many years, and we are 
most grateful for the opportunity to work together.

I would also like to acknowledge the close and effective 
partnership with the United Israel Appeal (UIA). When 
putting together the rally earlier this year, UIA President 
Hayley Southwick eagerly and earnestly agreed to 
partner with us – without a moments’ hesitation I might 
add. Proving not only her personal commitment to our 
community and to Israel, but demonstrating that the 
Zionist movement is one family, all working towards 
the same goal of strengthening our community by 
strengthening our connection with Israel. 

And the fact that we really operate as one movement 
is exemplified by the excellent relationship we enjoy 
with the Zionist Federation of Australia (ZFA). Jeremy 
Leibler’s leadership is truly inspiring. Ably supported 
by CEO Ginette Searle and Public Affairs Director Bren 
Carlill, the ZFA have had many notable achievements 

over the last twelve months. Chief amongst these 
(and working closely with the ECAJ and AIJAC) was 
the adoption of International Holocaust Remembrance 
Association’s (IHRA) working definition of antisemitism 
by the federal government. This important achievement 
will I am sure prove propitious in the coming years as 
we continue to contend with the “new” antisemitism 
that targets Jews by targeting Israel.

I’d also like to recognise the work of the ZFA’s HaBayit 
program that engages our growing Israeli community. 
Hallely Kimchi who delivers the program is a great 
asset to our community, and her work together with 
the Zionism Victorian team putting together this year’s 
Yom Hazikaron ceremony – attended by more than 
1,000 people and viewed by thousands of others was 
outstanding. In my assessment, Yom Hazikaron was the 
best event of the year in terms of the depth of feeling 
and connection with Israel that was created. No small 
feat in a year where every event was outstanding.

The Zionism Victoria Board has worked extraordinarily 
well this year in setting the direction for our work. In 
particular, I’d like to express my appreciation of the 
work of our two Vice Presidents: David Michelson and 
John Searle and of our indefatigable Treasurer, Greg 
Blashki, who all have been wonderful support and 
counsel to me over the past year. 

I’m looking forward to an exciting program of events 
in 2022. In a hopefully COVID-free world, there are 
many ideas and events on which the team are already 
busy working to bring Israel closer to Victoria. And just 
like Israel’s tallest gum-tree, I am sure our work will 
continue to grow and represent a life-long and indelible 
connection between our community and Israel.

Yom Ha’atzmaut Parliamentary Cocktails at Hotel Windsor
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ZIONISM VICTORIA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
JEAN KATZEN

It is my pleasure to look back on the operations of Zionism 
Victoria over the past 12 months, as Executive Director. This past 
year was one filled with vibrant and robust engagement with 
our beloved State of Israel. We at Zionism Victoria love sharing 
our passion for Zionism and Israel with all of our community and 
the wider Victorian community. Our important work allows us to 
bring Israel into Victorian hearts and minds. I am by no means 
‘alone’ in working towards this objective, from our remarkable 
Zionism Victoria staff and forever giving volunteers - made up of 
our Board and Executive – the ongoing and endless dedication 
showed has been exceptional!

The past 12 months has been full of anticipation, a year in which 
we have had to prepare twice as diligently across two dual 
realities – our attempt at returning to pre-covid normality, as 
well as continued restrictions and lockdowns. We have shown 
our versatility by being able to work from home and moving our 
many events to Zoom at a moment’s notice, this has allowed 
Zionism Victoria the flexibility to continue its valued work, as it 
always does.

Without a doubt - 2021 was a year marked by some memorable 
experiences. Our adaptability in 2020 pushed us to outside the 
box thinking, and to face the challenges of unpredictability head 
on with the provision of many of our events and initiatives both 
online and in person. Most pleasing was that our flagship events, 
our Yom Hazikaron Commemoration Ceremony and our Yom 
Ha’atzmaut Community Festival, were able to take place, with 
thousands in attendance across both events.

2021 kicked off with a series of dynamic cultural events. A Tu 
B’Shvat virtual morning tea alongside JNF, a guided tour of Ben 
Gurion House in Sde Boker, and a virtual panel with the author 
of Spies of No Country and the son of Isaac Shoshan, one of 
Israel’s pioneer spies, alongside the the Lamm Jewish Library of 

Australia.

As we moved into April, we were proud to deliver a poignant 
Yom Hazikaron Commemoration Ceremony at Robert Blackwood 
Hall to 1000 attendees, as well as to many thousands more online 
via live stream. The ceremony was beautifully curated, marked by 
touching tributes, candle lighting, musical performances, poems 
and prayer. 

Shifting from commemoration to celebration, our Yom 
Ha’atzmaut Community Festival was also able to return in person 
– and what a celebration it was. In our community’s largest event 
in nearly 2 years, thousands packed Caulfield Racecourse for 
an afternoon and evening that will never be forgotten. Those 
that attended in person were treated to delicious food, fun-
filled rides and activities and a live concert with some of the best 
talent our community has to offer. Even those unable to attend in 
person could enjoy the concert live streamed across the world, 
with thousands tuning in to celebrate Israel’s 73rd birthday.

A special thank you must go to Hallely Kimchi, who worked 
diligently to curate both the Yom Hazikaron Ceremony and the 
Yom Ha’atzmaut Concert. Another special thanks must go to 
Charlene Miller (Events Manager) and the entire Zionism Victoria 
team for their diligent work in putting these events together 
under such challenging COVID-19 safety requirements. Kol 
Hakavod!

2021 was also a year that saw major developments across 
many parts of Israeli life, including conflict, an election, and the 
continued presence of COVID-19. 

Israel entered their fourth round of elections since April 2019, 
with Naftali Bennet eventually elected Israel’s 13th Prime 
Minister. In the lead up and following the election, Zionism 

Following an interesting year in 2020, we were looking forward to a different 
2021. However, 2021 proved once again to be yet another unique year. A year 
marked by incredible celebrations, despite continued COVID-19 restrictions. 
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Victoria facilitated several discussions and educational events, 
as well as our Israel ElectionSpace, an online database with up-
to-date election news, party and candidate information, as well 
as live polling data.

May marked not only a period of great change for Israel, but 
also a period of conflict with yet another outbreak of violence 
with Hamas in the Gaza Strip. Faced with incredulous global 
news reporting and rising rates of Antisemitism, Zionism Victoria 
held a Rally for Peace at Princes Park in South Caulfield, where 
people from across our community came together to advocate 
for the State of Israel and peace in the region. A big thank you to 
the Community Security Group, Victoria Police and Hatzolah for 
helping make this event possible and their unwavering support 
throughout the year.

In what proved to be our final major physical engagement of 
the year, politicians and community leaders came together at 
the Hotel Windsor for our annual cocktail party, marking Israel’s 
73rd year of Independence and highlighting the incredible 
relationship the State of Victoria continues to have with the State 
of Israel. 

As COVID-19 continued to spread, Zionism Victoria once again 
moved online, facilitating several highly successful initiatives 
via Zoom, including our Talking About Israel Workshop Series, 
several cultural campaigns and the beginning of an online 
speaker series in Hebrew for our Israeli community.

None of this incredible work would have been possible without 
the ongoing assistance and support of our generous sponsors, 
fellow community organisations, and our wealth of volunteers. 
A special thank you to our major communal partner, the United 
Israel Appeal, for their ongoing help and continued support.

We recognise the support and co-operation of the Zionist 
Federation of Australia as our national roof body that proudly 
represents Israel’s interests in Australia. We also recognise the 
close working relationship developed between Zionism Victoria 
and our community’s youth, represented by the teams at the 
Australian Zionist Youth Council and the Australasian Union of 
Jewish Students and look forward to continuing this relationship 
into the future.

I would like to make special mention of our Zionism Victoria Board, 
who give so generously of their time, professional experience, 
and community knowledge. My thanks go to President, Yossi 
Goldfarb, who has executed his role with dedication. A special 
thank you must also go to Greg Blashki, who, as Treasurer of 
Zionism Victoria, Lamm Jewish Library of Australia as well as 
Beth Weizmann Jewish Community Centre continues to bring 
financial expertise to the organisation and has been instrumental 
in the development of our new database.

I would particularly like to thank BWJCC Chairperson, Sam 
Tatarka ,who has been a huge support, always on call with 
regards to the day to day running of the centre along with being 
instrumental in the mammoth task of the recent security upgrade.  
Sam has announced he will step down in 2022 and his expertise 
will be sorely missed. Words cannot express my gratitude to 
Sam for all that he has brought to the Beth Weizmann Jewish 
Community Centre. I take this opportunity to wish Sam much 
ongoing success in any future endeavours.

As always, I would like to acknowledge with gratitude the lay 
and professional staff of all our Zionism Victoria affiliates and 
BWJCC tenants. My personal thanks to my team at Zionism 
Victoria. Jodi Liebenberg, my executive assistant, without 
whom I would not be able to operate as I do. Josef Wilkinson, 
Advocacy and Communications Coordinator, who keeps our 
community engaged and up to date. Daniella Gozlan, Grants 
and Special Programs Manager, who’s diligent work has seen our 
special projects, such as Connecting Cultues, grow exponentially 
over past years. Sandra Sochen, Advertising and Sponsorship 
Manager, for who continues to develop and enhance our 
relationship with our supporters, and produce our Yom 
Ha’atzmaut event program. Charlene Miller, Events Manager, 
the most prominent force behind our flagship and yearly events 
and initiatives. Finally, Rina Retman, Bookkeeper, who has joined 
our team in 2021 and has helped us improve our financial 
management and accounting. Through unwavering support and 
commitment, they’ve ensured Zionism Victoria remained highly 
engaging throughout 2021.

A big thank you to Mile and Belinda Stojanovski along with Joel 
Hecht, who have managed the smooth running of the community 
centre in and amongst ever changing lockdown restrictions and 
requirements by the government. Their dependability, support 
and commitment to our community is something for which I will 
be forever grateful. 

My thanks also go to Dr Rolene Lamm for her dedication to the 
Lamm Jewish Library of Australia (LJLA), as Chair. My thanks also 
to the Library Director, Lauren Joffe, and her entire team for 
helping to make the LJLA an essential outlet for our community.

Throughout the following report, you will have seen the amazing 
work of our team, and the incredible feats of engagement we’ve 
been able to achieve. 2021 was a year of truly memorable 
highlights. In spite of the pandemic, and in spite of ever-changing 
restrictions, Zionism Victoria connected our community with 
Israel like never before. 

We look forward to the day we can once again return in person, 
we can once again return to Israel and of course, pray that we will 
one day see peace in our homeland.

Rally for Israel
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ANNUAL ASSEMBLY
17 November 2020 
We farewelled Sharene Hambur after 5 years as President 
and welcomed Yossi Goldfarb into the role. We welcomed 
a number of board members, including Dan Strazjt, David 
Opat, Simon Rubenstein and Dave Michelson.  We also 
farewelled Mory Kalkopf in his role as honourary Treasurer,.

For 2021, Dave Michelson and John Searle will serve as 
Co-Vice Presidents, with Simon Rubenstein to serve as 
Honourary Secretary, and Greg Blashki to continue as 
Honourary Treasurer.

TU BISHVAT MORNING TEA
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH JNF

28 January 2021 
To celebrate Tu Bishvat, Zionism Victoria, alongside JNF 
hosted a virtual morning tea, with addresses from Rabbi 
Gabi Kaltman, senior Rabbi at the Ark Centre, and Rachel 
Lowry, Chief Conservation Officer at World Wide Fund for 
Nature (WWF) Australia.

Rachel spoke of her important work, delivering 
transformational conservation across healthy land and 
seascapes, threatened species as well as climate and food 

BEN GURION HOUSE II
2 February 2021 
Building on the successful virtual tour of Ben-Gurion’s house 
in Tel Aviv, we once again dove deep into the world of 
Israel’s founding Prime Minister, exploring his desert home 
in Sde Boker.

The tour explored Ben-Gurion’s later life, as he retired from 
the world of politics and worked towards re-claiming the 
desert, a task he viewed as a great service to the newly 
founded State of Israel.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 
THE YEAR
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SPIES OF NO COUNTRY
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH LJLA

2 March 2021
In partnership with the Lamm Jewish Library of Australia, 
we hosted an incredible panel discussion about the book 
‘Country of No Spies’, a tale of Israel’s first spies, four agents, 
part of the ‘Arab Section’, tasked with gathering intelligence 
and carrying out sabotage while deep undercover.

The panel hosted author of the book Matti Friedman, 
alongside Jacob Shoshan, son of one of Israel’s pioneer 
spies Isaac Shoshan. The discussion was moderated by 
Frances Prince.

YOM HAZIKARON
13 April 2021 
Our Yom Hazikaron Commemoration Ceremony returned 
once again to Robert Blackwood Hall, seeing 1000 
participants experiencing one of our most touching 
ceremonies to date.

Three candle lightings honoured Chaim Bar Natan, Hadar 
Cohen and David Vider (who was also honoured with 
personal testimony by surviving family living in Australia).

The night was also marked by musical performances from 
the Jewish Day Schools, community choirs, Amir Paise, 
Yuval Ashkar, Anita Lester and more. Anthony Gafin and 
Bat Hen Zeev hosted the evening, which was live streamed 
online.

YOM HA’ATZMAUT + CONCERT
15 April 2021 
Our Yom Ha’atzmaut Community Festival returned, with 
a covid safe physical event which saw several thousand 
smiling faces at Caulfield Racecourse for a celebration like 
no other!

Families dressed up in blue and white, celebrating Israel’s 
73rd year of independence with incredible festival food, 
activities and entertainment.

Later in the evening, a Friends of Shalom and Arik live 
concert took place, with a 16-piece band made up of some 
of the most talented musicians our community has to offer.

The concert was also live-streamed to several thousands 
watching at home, in Victoria and across the globe. 
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JERUSALEM: A DISCUSSION
12 May 2021
In May the city of Jerusalem was embroiled in violence, 
with riots, police clashes, barricades, fires and arrests in the 
hundreds.

Joey Wilkinson spoke with Ittay Flescher, +61J  Media 
correspondent in Jerusalem, who unpacked the history of 
the situation unfolding in Jerusalem, as the two discussed 
what might happen in future, and how these issues could be 
addressed across Israel.

The session was well recieved, going over-time to ensure 
that all questions could be answered.

ISRAEL SHABBAT
16 April 2021
Following Yom Ha’atzmaut celebrations, our highly 
successful Israel Shabbat program also returned in person.

Partnering with Youth Movements and Synagogues all 
across Victoria, Israel Shabbat presented a unique way 
to connect to Israel, through hosting guest speakers, 
dedicated kiddushim and Israel-themed Shabbat dinners.

Twenty-six Synagogues took part in the program, with 
special guest speakers joining for Israel-themed activities 
across Friday and Saturday services.

RALLY FOR ISRAEL
23 May 2021
Zionism Victoria hosted a community wide Rally for Israel 
in partnership with several major community organisations, 
including; UIA; ZFA; Habayit; AUJS; and AZYC.

The rally was held in response to a breakout of conflict 
between Hamas and Israel in the Gaza Strip and elsewhere. 
The rally called for an end to the violence and peace in the 
region.

The rally was marked by addresses from representatives 
from all organisations, as well as Josh Burns MP, Mark 
Dreyfus QC MP, David Southwick MP, Katie Allen MP, and 
Israelis living in Melbourne.

IN
PARTNERSHIP
WITH:

ISRAEL
SHABBAT

Make Shabbat at your shule extra special.
Join us and celebrate Israel!

21

April 16-17
For a list of participating synagogues, visit:

www.zionismvictoria.org.au
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TALKING ABOUT ISRAEL
29 June 2021 - 3 August 2021 
Over five Tuesdays through June, July and August, Zionism 
Victoria hosted it’s highly successful ‘Talking About Israel’ 
workshop series for another year.

The five-part educational program provided members 
inside and outside our community with the tools to discuss 
the political issues regarding Israel in an informed and 
educated manner. 

Sessions focussed on history, Israeli and Palestinian national 
identity, conflict in the region and the complexity of media 
covering the Middle East.

ELECTION UPDATE
10 June 2021
With results from Israel’s fourth election in two years finally 
in, Yair Lapid and Naftali Bennet looked set to lead the next 
coalition.

An expert panel, made up by Sefi Shalam, Meira Lerner 
and moderated by Joey Wilkinson analysed how we ended 
up where we are, and what we could expect from this new 
coalition moving forward.

This event proved to be one of our most popular for the 
year, with the re-uploaded recording of the discussion 
being watched several thousand times across the globe.

Q&AUJS: BEING REAL ABOUT 
ISRAEL
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH AUJS

24 May 2021
In response to the ever-changing Israel discourse on 
campus, AUJS and Zionism Victoria hosted a Q&AUJS 
panel session surrounding the issue.

Hosted by Eddie Lichtig, the event saw Joey Wilkinson, 
Josh Feldman, Alissa Foster, Lily-Tamir Regev, and Mai 
Gutman join a honest conversation about the conflict and 
Zionist identity.

Each young person brought a different set of experiences 
to the panel, with their own connection to Israel, Zionism 
and Jewish identity.
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THE OLYMPICS AND ISRAELI 
SOCIETY
10 August 2021
Tokyo 2020 stands out as Israel’s most successful 
Olympic Games, but other than just success on the field 
of athletics, the Olympics teaches us a lot about Israeli 
society.

Sefi Shalam and Motty Goodman unpacked the results 
of the Olympics, and the stories of the various Israeli 
Olympians who found success at the games, what that 
success meant for them personally, but also Israel as a 
whole.

BETIPUL

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH HABAYIT

24 August 2021
Habayit and Zionism Victoria facilitated a Hebrew online 
‘therapy session’ with Clinical Psychologist Moshe Lang, 
and Narrative Therapist Iris Bar.

The session involved an in depth one-on-one conversation 
between the duo, who spoke about the mental health 
impacts of the coronavirus pandemic and lockdown, and 
how to explore dealing with those challenges.

The session proved hugely popular, with attendees from all 
across Australia.

BEN AND JERRY’S PANEL
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH 

NORTH EASTERN JEWISH CENTRE

1 August 2021
With the decision made by Ben & Jerry’s to cease sales of 
their product in the West Bank, Zionism Victoria and North 
Eastern Jewish Centre hosted Susanna Levin, a former 
employee of Ben & Jerry’s, alongside Joel Burnie from 
AIJAC.

Moderated by Lexi Kowal, the pair discussed Susannah’s 
decision to leave the company where she had worked for 
the previous 21 years, and analyse the topics of anti-zionism 
and Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) in the US and 
globally.
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LET’S NOT TALK ABOUT CORONA 
WITH GIL HOVAV

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH HABAYIT

7 October 2020
Zionism Victoria and Habayit presented ‘Let’s Not Talk 
About Corona’, a weekly Hebrew lecture series.

The series, brought together renowned intellectuals and 
thinkers for one-on-one discussions about the state of the 
world, and how to bring more positivity into life.

The second session was facilitated with Gil Hovav, Israeli 
author and TV presenter.

INFORMALLY YOURS: ZIONIST 
EDUCTION IN OUR COMMUNITY
12 October 2021
With the release of the discussion paper ‘Re-thinking the 
future of our Jewish Schools’ in August, Zionism Victoria 
hosted a converation around Zionist education, from the 
perspectives of non-school based community leaders.

As part of our October Executive Meeting, Yossi Goldfarb 
hosted an in depth discussion with UJEB’s Gabi Crafti and 
Itzik Sztokman, and AZYC’s Noa Shaul. The discussion 
analysed how we, as a community, engage with kids beyond 
the scope of the Jewish day schools, and what more can be 
done to help develop their Jewish and Zionist identities.

LET’S NOT TALK ABOUT CORONA 
WITH ANAT YAHALOM

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH HABAYIT

30 September 2020
Zionism Victoria and Habayit presented ‘Let’s Not Talk 
About Corona’, a weekly Hebrew lecture series.

The series, brought together renowned intellectuals and 
thinkers for one-on-one discussions about the state of the 
world, and how to bring more positivity into life.

The first session was facilitated with Anat Yahalom, an IDF 
disabled veteran and motivational speaker.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR

ISRAEL FOOD TOUR WITH MIA 
CUCINA
18 October 2021
Most of us haven’t been able to visit Israel physically in 
over two years. This virtual food tour of Israel, facilitated 
by Melissa Port from Mia Cucina, provided a great middle 
ground.

Melissa took us on a whirlwind journey through many of the 
places we know and love, but also, many of the places we 
never knew existed. From back alley market stall snacks and 
treats through to incredible restaurants hidden in forrests, 
mountains and valleys. The tour was a mouth watering 
exposé of the finest that Israel has to offer, and re-iterated 
for all of us why we can’t wait to return.

LET’S NOT TALK ABOUT CORONA 
WITH DR. MICHAEL HERLING

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH HABAYIT

21 October 2021
Zionism Victoria and Habayit present ‘Let’s Not Talk About 
Corona’, a weekly hebrew lecture series.

The series, brought together renowned intellectuals and 
thinkers for one-on-one discussions about the state of the 
world, and how to bring more positivity into life.

The fourth session featured Dr. Michael Herling, a GP, 
acupuncture specialist, qigong teacher, skier, skater, and 
oldest participant to reach the finals of the Israeli TV show 
- Ninja Israel.

LET’S NOT TALK ABOUT CORONA 
WITH NATHAN WOLSKI

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH HABAYIT

14 October 2021
Zionism Victoria and Habayit presented ‘Let’s Not Talk 
About Corona’, a weekly Hebrew lecture series.

The series, brought together renowned intellectuals and 
thinkers for one-on-one discussions about the state of the 
world, and how to bring more positivity into life.

The third session hosted Nathan Wolski, a Liberman Family 
lecturer in Jewish Studies at the Australian Centre for Jewish 
Civilisation, Monash University.
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LET’S NOT TALK ABOUT CORONA 
WITH YONI RECHTER AND OHAD 
REIN

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH HABAYIT

28 October 2021
Zionism Victoria and Habayit presented ‘Let’s Not Talk 
About Corona’, a weekly Hebrew lecture series.

The series, brought together renowned intellectuals and 
thinkers for one-on-one discussions about the state of the 
world, and how to bring more positivity into life.

The final session featured duo Yoni Rechter and Ohad Rein, 
discussing music, song-writing, and everything in between.

ART & PROPAGANDA
26 October 2021
Zionism Victoria and the Lamm Jewish Library of Australia 
presented Art & Propaganda, an exploration of antisemitism 
in art through the Middle Ages and the Renaissance with 
Claudia Hercman.

When we consider antisemitism, we often consider the Nazi 
regime, the Holocaust, and contemporary antisemitism. 

In the presentation, Claudia Hercman analysed how 
antisemitism had been present in art since the early Middle 
Ages. How this and other types of discrimination was 
encouraged by political and religious powers, and how 
these actions paved the way to persecution and genocide.

Yom Ha’atzmaut Community Festival at Caulfield Racecourse
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MESSAGES

 

 

September 2020/Elul 5780 

Message from Acting Ambassador of Israel Ron Gerstenfeld 
I congratulate Zionism Victoria on a successful year in a challenging local and global environment. 
Under the steady leadership of President Sharene Hambur and her team, the organisation has 
gone from strength to strength.  

The Australian Jewish community is the foundation of the Australia-Israel relationship. Zionism 
Victoria plays a critical role in that and we are very grateful for your tireless advocacy for the State 
of Israel. Through its extensive advocacy, engagement, and fundraising, Zionism Victoria provides 
a monumental service to both Israel and Australia.  

President Reuven Rivlin visited Australia in February. His visit included time in Melbourne, a 
significant portion of which was spent at community events and meeting community members, 
as well as key political and business leaders. The support provided to us by Zionism Victoria and 
other Jewish community organisations was crucial to the success of the visit.  

The pandemic hasn’t stopped us from carrying out our work in Australia. Co-operation between 
Israel and Australia is stronger than ever; our nations have worked together on water, 
biomedicine, AI technology, and urban planning policy. In fact, the transition to online activity has 
enabled us to connect Israeli experts and innovators with their Australian counterparts like never 
before.  

Turning to the Middle East, the agreement with the United Arab Emirates to establish diplomatic 
relations represents a significant turning point for international relations in the Middle East. It will 
open up new and exciting doors for both countries in many fields, and is a step along the road to 
peace for the entire region. Already, the phone lines are open and airlines are planning direct 
flights between the two countries. 

On behalf of the Embassy, I commend Zionism Victoria on a wonderful year and I wish you all a 
great deal of health, happiness, and prosperity in the year to come.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Ron Gerstenfeld, Acting Ambassador 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PREMIER 

I’d like to wish Zionism Victoria's staff and volunteers a successful 83rd Annual 
Assembly. 

I recently visited the Beth Weizmann centre – an opportunity to celebrate the 
strength and unity of Victoria’s Jewish community in difficult times. 

It was wonderful to see community leaders, organisations and volunteers 
gather at a centre for the community where Victorian Jewish people will be 
welcomed and supported now and for many years to come. 

Your Annual Assembly is an opportunity to reflect on the success and leadership of 
your organisation in Victoria's Jewish community. 

Over the last 18 months you have played a crucial role in supporting members of 
your community to stay safe, while continuing to advocate for Victoria’s relationship 
with Israel. 

You’ve worked tirelessly to strengthen the values you believe in as an organisation – 
and our Government is proud to commend your efforts in bringing Victorians 
together. 

Thank you and all the very best. 

Dan Andrews 
Premier of Victoria 

Your details will be dealt with in accordance with the Public Records Act 1973 and the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014.Should you have any 
queries or  wish  to  gain  access  to  your  personal  information  held  by  this  department  please  contact  our  Privacy  Officer  at  the  above address. 
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It gives me great pleasure on behalf of the Glen Eira City Council to pass on my best wishes 
to Zionism Victoria on the occasion of your 83rd Annual Assembly.

We are proud that Glen Eira is such a multicultural community, and that we have the largest 
Jewish community of any municipality in the country. We appreciate the importance of 
Zionism to so many members of our Jewish community, and thus the crucial role you play in 
maintaining and nourishing the Jewish identity for so many in our community. 

We also recognise that the work you do makes the Jewish community more accessible to 
the wider community. This contributes to the vibrancy of the multicultural Glen Eira that we 
all know and love.

Beyond Zionism, community organisations are vital in providing social connectivity, even if 
remotely – bringing people together and combatting loneliness. Your organisation provides 
many activities and opportunities for members of the community to come together, be it 
the Yom Ha’atzmaut celebrations, your lectures, seminars and webinars, or your community 
garden, to name but a few. 

It is particularly pleasing that we were able to assist you in keeping admission free of charge 
for the wonderful Yom Ha’atzmaut celebration at the Caulfield Racecourse. It was wonderful 
to see this event take place in these times and we look forward to being able to do so again.

Similarly, your many affiliates cover a broad range of interests for the whole community, from 
the young to the elderly and all in between. Volunteers in groups such as these really are the 
life blood of our community.

I wish Yossi, the Board, Jean and the professional team a hearty Mazel Tov for all you have 
accomplished this past year, and wish you all the best for the coming year and many years 
beyond as we move ahead from these difficult circumstances.

Regards,

Cr Margaret Esakoff 
City of Glen Eira Mayor

MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR OF GLEN EIRA
MARGARET ESAKOFF 
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Message from Jeremy Leibler, President of the Zionist Federation of Australia to the Annual Assembly of Zionism 
Victoria  

On behalf of the Zionist Federation of Australia, it gives me great pleasure to extend my greetings to Zionism Victoria 
on the occasion of its 83rd Annual Assembly.  

The COVID-19 pandemic and continued lockdowns in Victoria has certainly had an enormous impact on all of our 
activities, but it has been heartening to see continued interest in the variety of programs offered online by Zionism 
Victoria across a range of issues.  

After 73 years, Israel’s very right to exist is still questioned and, amongst the global pandemic, the threat of terrorism 
in Israel remains real and constant. The conflict with Hamas terrorists in Gaza in May presented challenges both on 
the ground in Israel, and for Jewish communities around Australia with increased antisemitism and threats to the 
local Jewish community. It was encouraging to see the community come together for a solidarity rally, to 
demonstrate that members of the Australian Jewish community desire peace between Israel and its neighbours.  

Zionism Victoria plays a key role in representing the Zionist Community in Victoria, advocating on behalf of the State 
of Israel, promoting Israel’s accomplishments and organising Zionist activity. In this, Israel’s 73rd year, Zionism Victoria 
once again led the community in celebration and commemoration, in engagement and in activity. After 2020 saw 
Yom Hazikaron and Yom Ha’atzmaut move online, it was a pleasure to have had the privilege to commemorate and 
celebrate in person, and we congratulate Zionism Victoria for the success of both events.  

The worrying increase in terrorism around the world – including in Australia – has reinforced the need for the 
Australian Government and major institutions, such as universities, to adopt the IHRA working definition of 
antisemitism. That antisemitic incidents spike during periods of Israeli–Palestinian confrontation shows that much 
more education is needed about what constitutes legitimate criticism of Israel and what constitutes racist attitudes 
about Israel. The working definition is a tool to provide that education, and the ZFA is glad to work with its partners 
and many other Australian Jewish organisations in encouraging a widespread adoption of the definition. 

The ZFA has been pleased to partner with Zionism Victoria on many successful joint ventures in 2021. Our joint 
mission is to nurture and continually cultivate a sense of being Jewish that celebrates our rich traditions and proud 
values, and that will inspire and sustain future generations of Jewish Australians.  

Our Jewish community strongly identifies as Zionist and despite individual differences across the community, there is 
clear consensus on many important issues, including our absolute commitment to Israel as a Jewish and democratic 
state, the need to advocate for and ensure religious equality in Israel, and to oppose discrimination against 
minorities. 

I congratulate Zionism Victoria President Yossi Goldfarb, Executive Director Jean Katzen and staff on their tireless 
work for the promotion of Israel across all areas, and I look forward to continuing our close and productive 
relationship in order to nurture and enhance Australian Jewry’s connection with Israel.  

Let us hope that the coming year will bring health, peace and happiness to the Jewish people and all of humanity.  

Jeremy Leibler 
PRESIDENT 

MESSAGES
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On behalf of the ECAJ councillors, observers, advisers and staff, I wish you and 
your colleagues, mazal tov on the occasion of the 83rd Annual Assembly of
Zionism Victoria, and on successfully completing your first year as President.

Despite the ongoing challenges presented by the global COVID-19 pandemic, 
Zionism Victoria has managed to continue to offer the community a lively pro-
gram of online and in-person events, in a relaxed and welcoming atmosphere.  
This has provided much-needed relief to many from the strains and tensions as-
sociated with prolonged restrictions on the movement and gathering of people,
and the threat to people’s health and financial security.   

In difficult times, you have also continued to work closely with the Jewish
Community Council of Victoria to keep the community well-informed about, and 
supportive of, Israel.   

It has been a great pleasure for all of us at the ECAJ to work with you and your
dedicated team both directly and through the Zionist Federation of Australia.   

May you continue to draw inspiration from your love of the Jewish people and
the State of Israel and may you go from strength to strength.

I take this opportunity to wish you and your team a shana tova u’gmar chatima 
tova.

Yours sincerely 

Jillian Segal AO 
President 

Executive 
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The Jewish Community Council of Victoria (JCCV) extends our communal greetings to Zionism Victoria 
and congratulates it on the occasion of its Annual Assembly. 
 
The Victorian Jewish Community is a diverse community, with many different interests. One of the things 
we have at our heart however, is love for and affinity with our mother country Israel. We are pleased and 
proud that Zionism Victoria continues to lead our community in demonstrating that love and affinity. 
 
Due to COVID, our physical links with Israel have been strained this year. Visits have been extremely 
difficult. Tours and events have been cancelled. Our heartfelt ancient call at Pesach L’Shana Haba’ah 
B’Yerushalayim - next year in Jersualem – has taken on additional poignancy. For two years running now, 
we in the Diaspora have keenly felt that distance and separation. 
 
How lucky we are then in Victorian to have a strong and active Zionist representative organisation to help 
us nourish our soul. From massive events such as Yom Ha’atzmaut celebrations to small online cooking 
classes, Zionism Victoria has played that essential role of promoting and maintaining our community’s 
connection with Israel. On behalf of the Jewish community, we extend our thanks and our gratitude. 
 
Of the many positive interactions that the JCCV has had with Zionism Victoria this year, I would like to 
mention one in particular. Very shortly after I commenced as President of the JCCV, the two organisations 
co-hosted our annual Yom Ha’azmaut function with political leaders and dignitaries. We were lucky to do 
so at a brief period of time when physical restrictions were minimal, and we could gather, celebrate and 
schmooze. The energy in the room was high, the speeches were terrific, and the evening was as always 
brilliantly organised. These events are so important, because they strengthen our relationship with political 
decision-makers. The love and support for Israel from those in attendance was apparent. The Victorian 
Jewish community is fortunate to have such strong political support for Israel from both sides of the political 
fence. That is due to the continued and exceptional work of Zionism Victoria and its constituent 
organisations. 
 
The JCCV commends President Yossi Goldfarb, the Zionism Victoria Board and staff for an exceptional 
year, and looks forward to maintaining that firm and positive relationship in the years ahead. 
 
 

 
Daniel Aghion 
JCCV President 
 

MESSAGES
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF UIA VICTORIA – HAYLEY SOUTHWICK  

Zionism Victoria Assembly Report 

It is my pleasure to congratulate Zionism Victoria on its 83rd annual assembly.  United Israel 
Appeal values its relationship with Zionism Victoria and our shared interests in promoting 
Zionism in our community. 

As the official fundraising arm for the people of Israel we are proud to have furthered the 
national priorities of Israel over the past 101 years.  Our strategic mission is identified at a 
national level in collaboration with the government of Israel and the Jewish Agency for Israel. 

Keren Hayesod-UIA’s work remains crucial, ensuring Israel continues to be strong and at the 
heart of the Jewish world.  Our work covers four key areas: hi-tech and youth education; 
support for the disadvantaged; caring for the elderly; and aliyah and absorption, the last of 
which was the focus of our campaign this year.   

Aliyah remains vital in supporting the growth and development of Israel. With anti-Semitism 
increasing globally, our work is as important today as it was during the pioneering years.  Over 
the next five years Israel is anticipating a substantial increase in aliyah.  United Israel Appeal is 
proud to support this national priority and global need. 

We applaud Zionism Victoria in leading and encouraging Zionist activity and expression and 
look forward to continuing our close relationship.  We are proud of our partnership supporting 
and strengthening the State of Israel which reflects the strong connection between our 
organisations. 
 
 

 
 
Hayley Southwick 

UIA Victoria President 
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ZFA ISRAEL  
ALIYAH CENTRE
Aliyah is a key priority of the ZFA, and the Israel Aliyah Centre is core to its organisation. 
This is a goal we share with Zionism Victoria and as always, we are grateful for Zionism 
Victoria’s ongoing support.  

As a result of Covid and the spread of the new Delta variant 2021 proved to be another tumultuous year both in Australia and in Israel.  
However, despite the border closures, continually changing guidelines, quarantine requirements, restrictions and the decreased flight 
options Aliyah continued without stopping. In addition to handling increased Aliyah numbers in 2021.

With Philip Chester taking an active role as Aliyah Chair, the Israel Aliya Centre (working in close collaboration with the Jewish Agency 
for Israel’s Aliyah Department), undertook a review of its Aliyah processes with the intention to continue to provide a client-centric, 
customised service to Olim but to simultaneously streamline the processes, taking into account new developments in the Jewish Agency’s 
Global Aliyah Centre and assessing how models applied in other locations may be relevant for Australia.

To enable us to improve and streamline operational processes and improve the preparation and successful absorption of Olim, the ZFA 
Israel Aliyah Centre also disseminated an Olim satisfaction survey.  The survey was sent to people who made Aliyah from Australia within 
the past five years, with the intention to analyze their experiences with the ZFA Israel Aliyah Centre, the JAFI Global Centre and Telfed, 
whom the ZFA contract to provide welcome and absorption services for Australian Olim.  The response rate to the survey was extremely 
high.  The data has been analyzed and a report will be produced which will include both the outcomes and recommendations arising 
from the data.  

Under the leadership of ZFA Aliyah Chair, Philip Chester, the IAC also embarked on developing the awareness and profile of Aliyah in 
the Australian community. We are aiming to continue to expand Aliyah encouragement/promotion through the Australian community. 
Aliyah encouragement initiatives included social media promotion and webinars (open to registered Olim candidates and the broader 
community on specific issues, such as employment, real estate, schooling, banking, etc). The Jewish Agency’s Aliyah department has 
created a team focused on Aliyah Encouragement, with which we are working to develop a relevant approach for Australia.  The Jewish 
Agency Netziga to Australia was appointed and we welcome Orit Elkayam who is already turning her energy to some of these projects 
while she is in Israel.  One of those initiatives she helped create and ensure Australia could participate in was the recent Aliya fair which 
you will read about below. We look forward to her arrival in Australia shortly.

On Yom Aliyah in March 2021, mezuza presentations were held in Melbourne, together with Zionism Victoria at their Executive Meeting 
and in Sydney at a stand-alone event. Olim met other olim preparing to leave at a similar time and shared their motivations with each 
other and with the assembled meeting delegates.

The Israel Aliyah Centre has created an initiative matching Olim with “buddies” in Israel prior to and upon arrival. The buddies are 
generally people in a similar industry or occupation and age, who can serve as informal mentors to the new Olim, providing employment 
networking and support.

Telfed continues to provide programs and services for Olim, as per our agreement with them. Recently they hosted a BBQ for Lag 
B’Omer for young adults – welcoming both Australian and South African young Olim.

On Sunday 20 June, an online Aliyah Fair was presented by Ofek Israel, a government supported organisation that is operating in 
conjunction with JAFI in specified regions to support Aliyah encouragement. The fair was organised for South African and British Olim. 
With the help of Orit Elkayam Australia’s Netzigah from the Jewish Agency, Australia (and through us, New Zealand) took part in the fair, 
which included presentations from experts in a range of fields from general absorption to health, education, tax and finance and from 
local municipalities. Participants were able to select sessions to join according to their needs and interests and also had the opportunity 
to arrange one-on-one consultation with the experts. Over 200 Australians joined the fair together with another 800 participants from 
other English-speaking countries. The evening was a great success and the platform also enabled people who had registered to view 
recordings of sessions at their leisure afterwards.

On the 12 September, the ZFA Israel Aliyah Center launched its follow up webinar series with an interactive session on “Life in Jerusalem”.  
Those who attended were lucky to hear from four different Australian Olim of varying demographics discuss their experiences of making 
Aliyah. The event was both inspiring and informative. The webinar was moderated by the Jerusalem Municipality Aliyah advisors, Yisrael 
Cohn and Yaakov Berger.   Yisrael and Yaakov have worked closely with Australian Olim over the years guiding them in the area of 
schools, employment, communities and other aspects related to Aliyah to Jerusalem. After the session Yisroel Cohn and Yaakov Berger 
invited the attendees and other Olim interested in making Aliyah to Jerusalem to book one-on-one Zoom appointments.  We look 
forward to continuing our webinar series with a session scheduled for November.

Figures produced by the Global Centre indicate that January – August 2020 Oceania Aliyah numbers were 63 whereas this year 2021 
Jan- August numbers were at 103.  By the close of 2021year we are projecting to have a total of 135 Olim.  The ZFA Israel Aliyah Centre 
is looking forward to open borders in 2022.

 

ALIYAH
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At Habayit (home of Hebrew and Israeli culture) we luckily 
managed to host a few events before the entire world changed:

We ended Habayit previous report with the words: “We look forward to a more normal looking 2021”. 

Oh boy… how far from reality has this statement been? We’ve had anything but and yet the only bit of normality we got to experience 
in person was the Yom Hazikaron Commemoration and the Yom Ha’atzmaut Community Festival and Concert. 

Even though we were unaware that these would be the last public events for the year, we got to share a very meaningful Yom 
Hazikaron with 1000 people filling up Robert Blackwood Hall. It seemed fitting that our first combined live/online tribute, was to 
honour the sacrifice of so many IDF soldiers and victims of terror, the event was shared in both Hebrew and English.  It was a complex, 
moving production, that was well delivered and incredibly professional. The audience were taken on a journey through, watching 
the movies and touching stories of the fallen, to those who spoke, and the beautiful songs. The feedback was overwhelmingly 
positive and made the stress and huge efforts even more worthwhile. A massive thanks goes to the Zionism Victora team for all their 
collaboration and tireless efforts. 

Just two days later we celebrated Yom Ha’atzmaut, which was was made even more challenging with Covid safety requirements, and 
a crowd of around 5000 people attending in person. The crowd was hungry for live music, with many Israelis in attendance, who, 
feeling homesick, were transported to the streets of Israel through our incredible live music performance.

The mosh pit was filled with people of all ages dancing, something that will stay in our minds forever. A sincere thanks goes to all 
the volunteers at Yom Ha’atzmaut with a special mention to our phenomenal band who excelled beyond our wildest expectations. 
We are so proud of these events, their reach (both in person and around the globe online), as well as the content. Work has begun 
already for the next years Yomim. 

The community was extremely disappointed that we have to cancel the long awaited Kaveret Concert which we hope to host in 2022. 
Watch this space….

During lockdown we then moved online with a series of very successful Zoom events in Hebrew. From a Betipul with the Psychologist 
Moshe Lang and Therapist Iris Bar on how to deal with the challenges of the Corona, to the highly successful “Let’s not talk about 
Corona” – weekly conversations that aimed to take people’s mind off it for an hour and bring them closer to Israel. During these 
events we also had the privilege of meeting Anat Yahalom who shared her inspiring story of survival during the Yom Kippur war, the 
wonderfully engaging Gil Hovav who indulged us with his adventures of being a food critic and had a sneak peek into the Zohar with 
the Kabalah researcher – Nathan Wolski. People from all over Australia, Israel and even South Africa enjoyed these events with us. 

What an inspirational way to finish up a challenging year. Let’s pray that 2022 will be the year after!

Hallely Kimchi 
Habayit

HABAYIT

Yom Hazikaron Commemoration Ceremony
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CONNECTING CULTURES

Established over twenty years ago by Zionism Victoria, Connecting Cultures has provided informative, educational and 
entertaining discussions and lectures to thousands of Victorians each year.  

Its purpose is to supply quality educational programs to groups interested in exploring the many aspects of Jewish life: 
religion, history, culture and of course Israel. Groups range from senior school age students to elderly communities (both 
Jewish and non-Jewish).

Our panel of speakers is made up of informed, engaging and experienced presenters, who are available to speak on a 
wide range of topics relating to Israel and Jewish life. The speakers are volunteers, and their services are provided free of 
charge to the host organisation. They may speak on site, or alternatively, an arrangement for the organization to visit the 
Beth Weizmann Jewish Community Centre for the presentation can be made.

One of the benefits of the program is that it is flexible to be tailored to the requirements of the school or organization 
that requires the services.  With the connections that we have created, we can access services and facilitate programs that 
the schools and organisations would not be aware of.  In particular, the country schools who do not have access to the 
resources or knowledge to be able to arrange such a program

Currently, Connecting Cultures has an outreach of Primary Schools, Secondary Schools and various community organisations.  
In the last year we have further expanded the program into more country areas where the schools have limited access to this 
type of resources.  We are also finding that schools are now taking the opportunity to expand the program over several year 
levels.  It is usual for schools or organisations to rebook for the following year once they have participated in the program.

With the COVID19 pandemic now upon us, and the Government mandate that we must all work from home, Connecting 
Cultures has had to look for new avenues to assist the schools.  For most of the year, Government and Private schools in 
Victoria were learning in an online capacity from home.

As a result, we have needed to cancel all physical school bookings for this year.

We are currently in a position where schools now want to know more about “virtual tours” and “virtual learning” as we 
understand that excursions will most probably not happen for some time.

Accordingly, we are reconnecting with our schools, and branching out to new areas.  We are connecting them with online 
learning options with our partners, the Jewish Holocaust Centre and the Jewish Museum of Australia.

This year we exhibited Connecting Cultures at the History Teachers Association of Victoria’s Annual Conference.  This 
involved a virtual stand where participants could join a zoom conference to hear a presentation and ask questions about 
the service.  In addition, we showed feedback videos of 2 teachers that have used the service for many years.  From this 
exhibition we generated over 21 leads of schools interested in the service.  The challenge now is to convert those leads 
into bookings with the current COVID19 climate and schools in lockdown.

Our other good news is that after many months of conversations and meetings with the Department of Education, we have 
finally managed to get Connecting Cultures included as a resource page on the Department’s FUSE repository.  

Our role now is more important than ever in that we are helping the schools navigate this new world and providing them 
with options.

Education is the key to facilitating any change in the community.

Connecting Cultures is proudly sponsored by the generosity 
of the Jakob Frenkiel Charitable Trust who acknowledge the 
importance and desire to foster education.
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HONORARY TREASURER 

GREG BLASHKI

It is with pleasure that I present the Treasurer’s report to the Zionism Victoria 
2021 Annual Assembly.

The legal entities associated with Zionism Victoria are as follows:

• Zionism Victoria (Zionism Vic) – promotes Zionism in Victoria and builds connections with Israel;

• Jewish Library of Australia Ltd (LJLA) trading as the Lamm Jewish Library of Australia;

• Beth Weizmann Community Centre Inc (BWCC Inc) – owns and manages the property at 306 Hawthorn Road; and

• Beth Weizmann Community Centre Ltd (BWCC Ltd) – owns and manages the property at 304 Hawthorn Road.

OPERATING RESULTS 
The audited financial statements of above entities reported the following operating results for the year ended 30 June 
2021 (compared with the previous year):
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NET ASSETS 
The following summary of net assets has been extracted from the audited financial statements of above entities:

The above table shows that the net assets are represented primarily by the two buildings which were last valued in 2019 
with the addition of the guardhouse, reinforced main building wall and security fence which has cost $2.9 million funded 
by the Federal and State governments. 

The reduction in other net assets reflects the reduction of BWCC Inc cash at bank as a result of the building works.

 
GENERAL

During the year in our accounting area we lost the services of Rob Sherwin, but have been very pleased to welcome Rina 
Retman as our new bookkeeper.  Rina has settled in magnificently and has assisted with major improvements to our systems 
and processes.

One of the major joys of taking on a communal role is the ability to work with some wonderful people.  The professional 
team of Zionism Victoria, and in particular Jean Katzen, are a pleasure to work with and I thank them for their efforts.

Finally, I wish to place on record that my involvement with Zionism Victoria is all the fault of one person – Sam Tatarka who 
convinced me to take on the Treasurer’s role one day a couple of years ago, and in Court of all places.  Sam is stepping 
down early next year, and I would just like to add my thanks to him for the amazing role he has played over so many years 
and in particular as the building Chairman during my time with the organisation.  I will miss his enthusiasm, his wisdom and 
his bow-tie.

Whilst the increases in income shown above appear good, that was largely driven by receipt of Covid subsidies. Last year 
Zionism Victoria received $252,000 in such subsidies whilst LJLA received $122,000. This year we are not expecting any 
further such subsidies and accordingly we currently have a major challenge to find alternative income sources. At the time 
of writing I have identified a cash shortfall in the coming year order of $170,000 which the Zionism Victoria Board is currently 
addressing. 

The decreases in income and expenditure in the Beth Weizmann entities mostly reflects the elimination of external security 
guard costs and our application for land tax exemption. These costs are part of recoverable outgoings which are passed on 
to our tenants.  Last year our net property income before interest and depreciation was $139,000 representing a return on 
investment of less than 1%.  Our current major challenge is to replace some tenancies lost over the past couple of years.

In addition to the operating results there were two non-operating items during last year. Firstly BWCC Inc donated $150,000 
from its operating results to Zionism Victoria and secondly we benefited from government grants for the building of the 
security facilities. These amounted to $2.9 million over the last two years and we are very grateful to the State and Federal 
governments for their support.
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BETH WEIZMANN JEWISH COMMUNITY  
CENTRE CHAIRMAN

SAM TATARKA

OVERVIEW

2021 continued the pattern of intermittent office activity that began with the pandemic in February 2020.  The on-again, off-again 
nature of the restrictions has meant that we have been away from the Centre for many months. Notwithstanding and in that challenging 
reality, 2021 has been a year of positive development. From the completion and official opening of our colossal security renovation 
project, to a number of other exciting projects such as the contemplative Japanese garden at the entry and an extensive flooring and 
AV upgrade to our auditorium event space.

Quite apart from the fact that Beth Weizmann offers a safe and protective work and communal space, the benefits provided through 
co-location of professionals working both for Israel and our Jewish community are incalculable. The building now boasts the 
provision of many high-quality facilities, including an auditorium with state-of-the-art AV capabilities, a full kosher kitchen, meeting 
rooms and office space of various sizes, a community garden, the Lamm Jewish Library of Australia and more. We look forward to 
meeting the expected demand of our community in 2022 as we aim to fill the few office and communal spaces that remain available. 

SECURITY

As always, the safety and security of our tenants, and by extension, our community, sits atop the list of priority for our community centre. 
With the $3million security renovations now completed, the significant drain on resources once experienced as a result of security has 
now become significantly lighter, with savings in the tens of thousands of dollars proudly being passed on to tenants.

The official opening of the upgrades took place on 8 August 2021 – the one and only available Sunday between lockdowns of 
many months’ duration. We were delighted and honoured to welcome Daniel Andrews MP, Premier of Victoria and Josh 
Frydenberg MP, Treasurer of Australia along with many other Federal and State parliamentarians to the opening. Our 
honoured guests each delivered addresses full of support and acknowledgment of the important work of Beth Weizmann 
and the tremendous contributions of the Jewish Community to the development of the State and Nation in which we 
are privileged to live. If you haven’t heard those speeches then I suggest you find them on YouTube at The Shtick. 

THE LAMM JEWISH LIBRARY OF AUSTRALIA (LJLA)

The LJLA is the largest Jewish resource hub in Australia, providing a vital service, and continuing to play important roles of educational 
and cultural home for our community. Kol Hakavod to the library team, who continue to grow what is already an unprecedented 
collection of Jewish books, e-books, magazines, audio visual resources, as well as provide an incredible series of educational and 
cultural events.

The library, much like the community centre, has been forced to close its doors at many points throughout 2021. But, as it did in 2020, 
the library team have adapted to this unfortunate reality, putting forward an incredible range of virtual and physical lectures, author talks 
and panel discussions, alongside regular initiatives such as the Little Lamm Playtime, Seniors Club, and Women’s Strength Training.

I congratulate Dr. Rolene Lamm on another successful year as Chair of the library. I also send my thanks to Lauren Joffe, the library 
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director. Thank you to the board, staff, volunteers and members of the extended Lamm family for all their dedication, time and 
generosity.

 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

I acknowledge Dr. Rolene Lamm, the Library Board, Ian Samuel OAM, LJLA Director Lauren Joffe and their library team, who, together 
with a team of dedicated volunteers, made the LJLA an important and valuable asset to our community. 

Mile Stojanovski, our Security and Building Manager, alongside his wife Belinda, who continue to be invaluable members of the Beth 
Weizmann team, and whose dedication and support knows no limit. They are ably assisted by Joel Hecht who has provided many hours 
of unpaid voluntary work in addition to his paid hours. Their management of tenants, visitors, CSG and Victoria Police, and support 
through the security renovation project have been integral.

I extend my sincere appreciation to the Community Security Group (CSG) for their ongoing contribution to the security of our centre 
and to the community at large. Volunteers from the CSG protect us daily, and continue to give unstintingly of their time in service to the 
community. As noted above, CSG, through Project Fortify, committed funds to an upgrade of our access control and CCTV systems as 
part of the overall security works and for that we are also very grateful. 

We also thank Hatzolah, whose volunteers look after our community daily. We acknowledge the professional support from Aston 
Commercial who provide us with property management services and the partners and staff of Arnold Bloch Leibler who give unstintingly 
of their expertise, time and resources as and when needed. 

Zionism Victoria’s Executive Director Jean Katzen has led her team with passion and enthusiasm and has had an enormous workload 
as a result of Covid related shutdowns and work from home orders.  Relationship and Advertising Manager Sandra Sochen, Executive 
Assistant Jodi Liebenberg, Grants and Special Projects Manager Daniella Gozlan, Events Manager Charlene Miller, Communications 
and Advocacy Coordinator Josef Wilkinson, as well as our newly appointed Bookkeeper Rina Retman and former Accountant Rob 
Sherwin, deserve our thanks for their continued contribution to the running of the centre.

I would also like to thank my fellow Board members and in particular, Yossi Goldfarb, President of Zionism Victoria, and Greg Blashki, 
Treasurer, for their support. Greg has spent countless hours simplifying our accounting systems and ensuring that they are so far as 
possible future proofed. His root and branch review was invaluable.

 
EVERYTHING HAS ITS SEASON.

Six years ago I was invited to stay on as Chair of Beth Weizmann in order to finish the security project that I had run with in the course of 
my presidency of Zionism Victoria.  At that time the expectation was another year or so would see it done however, if we have learned 
anything from the last two years of living with a pandemic, it is that no matter what the plan is the reality is often far different.  Now 
that all aspects of that major project have been delivered it is an opportune time for me to stand down as Chair and pass the baton 
on to a new leader.

I’ve advised the President that it is my intention to resign effective no later than 31 March 2022 and to attend to an orderly handover 
to my successor in the time available until then.  A search for a suitable candidate will begin shortly.

In all the work I have done for the community I have been fully supported and encouraged by my wife Miriam, and children Atara, 
Avraham, Menucha and Ari whose support and forbearance in the face of the endless meetings that inevitably take time and attention 
away from them, was unflagging. My debt to them is immeasurable.

Beth Weizmann Jewish Community Centre Re-Opening Beth Weizmann Jewish Community Centre Re-Opening
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In response to financial constraints, some staff members were 
unfortunately retrenched earlier this year. The remaining 
staff are now a small number who have had to undertake 
additional workloads. However, given Victoria’s lockdown 
restrictions, the library has been unable to function normally 
and normal staff duties have been reduced and altered 
during these times. Unfortunately, this has also meant that 
the vision for the growth and extended reach of the LJLA 
into the community has not been possible.  

During library closure, staff members have worked from 
home, engaged in cataloguing and expanding the eBook/
audiobook collections, managed sales of books, grant 
applications and acquittals and event preparation.

I extend my appreciation to the library staff, Sophie Brand, 
Cynthia Pollak OAM, and Joey Wilkinson, under the able 
directorship of Lauren Joffe, who have had to navigate 
through these challenging times.

Where possible library functions have been managed online 
such as the monthly book club.   Some very successful events 
have been conducted on Zoom. Thanks to Joey Wilkinson 
who runs these events and has also created and perfected 
the online event booking platform where bookings can now 
be made directly through the LJLA website.  

We look forward to bringing the community many more 

varied and fascinating author talks, lectures and panel 
discussions. The community feedback strongly reinforces 
the need and desire for these learning opportunities and 
the enjoyment that people derive from these events. 
Additionally, the large number of participants at events 
confirms this important requirement. We seek to continue 
offering a wider variety of content and intellectual 
stimulation and hopefully extend the reach of these events 
into a wider age demographic in the community.

Unfortunately, the online Zoom technology is less suited to 
young children and consequently those events have been 
unable to continue.

The most recent LJLA Anthology, ‘Voices from the 
Melbourne Jewish Community’, comprising the memoirs of 
33 Melbourne contributors has just been completed and 
printed. It is a beautiful coffee table production. We are 
immensely grateful to the LJLA Write your Story Coordinator, 
Adele Hulse, whose dedication, creativity and skill ensured 
that these publications evolved. Unfortunately, the planned 
Anthology launch was not able to take place as a result of 
the lockdown. Generous donations from the Besen Family 
Foundation and the Erdi Foundation made this book 
possible. Authors have now received their personal copies 
of the book and additional copies, which make excellent 
gifts, are available for purchase at tje Library. Additionally, 

LAMM JEWISH LIBRARY CHAIRPERSON 

ROLENE LAMM

2021 has been another challenging year for the Lamm Jewish Library of 
Australia (LJLA), impacted primarily by the Covid 19 pandemic and regulations in 
Victoria.  In accordance with government regulations, the LJLA has been closed 
for significant lengths of time. This has affected the community of borrowers 
and those who use the library as a learning, meeting and recreational area. 
With library closures the public cannot use the library spaces nor access books. 
Consequently, the in-person events and vibrancy of the library cannot exist 
during these periods..  
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we have published additional copies of the 2018 Anthology 
which are now also available for purchase as well.

The LJLA’s published memoirs of the Melbourne community 
continues to generate interested writers. This important 
Write Your Story Programme which began in 1998, has had 
many people adding their unique experiences. Publications 
are held in the Smorgon archives, with many of the books 
available for library loan or purchase. To date LJLA has 
published 143 autobiographies and anthologies, having 
given guidance through classes, editorial advice and 
publishing expertise. This collection contributes to the rich 
historical record of the Melbourne Jewish community.

The library, together with the Australian Genealogical 
Society, assist students with their Roots Projects or anyone 
wishing to research their family background.

The lending and reference services of the LJLA encompass 
all subjects of Jewish interest and are available to everyone. 
The LJLA is a unique resource centre which provides 
comprehensive information services on Jewish literary, 
genealogical, cultural, historical, and religious topics and 
issues for the Australian community. The LJLA has over 
46,000 books in English, Hebrew and Yiddish, a rapidly 
expanding collection of electronic books both E Books and 
audio books, many hundreds of other audiovisual materials 
comprising DVDs, CDs, posters as well as journals and even 
large print books. Its online catalogue lists the holdings 
of ten organizations including the collections held at the 
Kadimah Jewish Cultural Centre and the Jewish Holocaust 
Centre. The library also houses the collections of the 
Australian Jewish Genealogical Society and the Australian 
Jewish Historical Society. Extending the collections to 
encapsulate more significant publications is the constant 
goal.

Thank you to the Zionism Victoria staff under the dedicated 
leadership of Executive Director, Jean Katzen; Daniella 
Gozlan, Jodi Liebenberg, and Rina Retman who have 
provided invaluable assistance and expertise to me 
personally, as well as the library. I also express appreciation 
to Sandra Sochen who has worked closely to assist us.

The many committed library volunteers who give 
generously of their time and are part of the library hub have 
been missed over this closure time.  We look forward to 
recreating the vibrant active library community as soon as 
permitted.

The management of the LJLA has been under review this 
year. The board is being restructured into two bodies. One 
is a small governing body which manages finances and 
critical issues and a larger committee which is currently 
being created, to develop vision and direction for the 
library and assist the LJLA staff in creating suitable events 
and activities. The larger committee will be in place in the 
new year.

I thank Ian Samuel OAM, Greg Blashki and Danny Lamm 
AM for working closely with me over this past year and for 
giving generously of their time, expertise and wise counsel.

I thank Elana Lewin who has generously given of her time, 
creativity and expertise, working with LJLA staff in devising 
interesting events and ensuring their timely and efficient 
realization. 

I also thank Frances Prince who has happily given of her 
time and skill as an engaging interviewer for many LJLA 
events.

I wish to express my appreciation to Zionism Victoria, with 
its President, Yossi Goldfarb as well as to members of 
the Executive, in particular Sam Tatarka, as Chairman of 
Beth Weizmann and Greg Blashki, as Treasurer, for their 
willingness to assist when needed. 

My vision for the LJLA is that it becomes Australia’s foremost 
Jewish and Zionist resource centre, easily accessed by all, 
with high calibre lectures, author talks, and educational 
events. The goal is to extend the reach of the library more 
widely into the community. The LJLA should grow into a 
significant Jewish centre for community members of all 
ages to engage with Jewish literature, culture, education, 
recreation, and an exchange of ideas while meeting in 
comfortable energising spaces.  

LJLA Book Sale Lunch and Learning with Michael Cohen
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OUR MISSION

OUR ROLES:

• As the roof body of all Zionist organisations in Victoria, 
to provide an opportunity for discussion, debate and 
expression of Jewish and Zionist thought.

• To develop deeper connections between the Victorian 
Jewish community and Israel, in particular attempting 
to include a wider cross section of the community in 
our activites.

• To actively engage with the general Victorian community 
with a view to expressing, explaining and promoting 
Israel’s interests

• To conduct cultural, educational and informational 
activities and events.

• To create an atmosphere within the community 
which values Zionist thought and expression, the 
Hebrew language and culture, and pride in Israel and 
her achievements.

• Promoting and fostering Jewish communal voluntary and 
professional leadership and management.

• Fostering intercommunity understanding and 
tolerance, and taking an active role in the Victorian 
multicultural community.

To lead and encourage Jewish and Zionist activity and expression within Victoria 
to represent the Jewish community. To promote and communicate Israel’s 
interests within the broader Victorian community and to promote Victoria’s 
relationship with Israel. 

Phiolosophically, Zionism Victoria and the Zionist movement 
bases its activities and priorities on the “Jerusalem Program” 
- the charter adopted by the World Zionist Movement in 
1968 and updated in 2004.

The Jerusalem Program essentially calls for the centrality of 
Israel in Jewish life worldwide, and promotes the ingathering 
of the Jewish people into their historical homeland through 
Aliya.

The diversity of Zionism Victoria’s affiliated bodies is its 
strength. Affiliated organisations include the Zionist youth 
movements, fundraising organisations, Jewish day schools, 
Orthodox and Progressive congregations, political and 
social groups. With fifty three affiliates and a democratically 
elected executive, Zionism Victoria represents the broad 
range of community organisations which serve the 
Melbourne Jewish community.

Zionism Victoria was established in 1938, and in its seventy 
nine years of activity, has played an important role in 
advancing Israel’s cause in both the Jewish and wider 
communities.

Yom Ha’atzmaut Community Festival at Caulfield Racecourse
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THE FOUNDATIONS OF ZIONISM ARE:

1. The unity of the Jewish people, its bond to its historic 
homeland Eretz Yisrael, and the centrality of the 
State of Israel and Jerusalem, its capital, in the life  
of the nation;

2. Aliyah to Israel from all countries and the effective 
integration of all immigrants into Israeli society.

3. Strengthening Israel as a Jewish, Zionist and 
democratic state and shaping it as an exemplary 
society with a unique moral and spiritual character, 
marked by mutual respect for the multi-faceted Jewish 
people, rooted in the vision of the prophets, striving 
for peace and contributing to the betterment of  
the world.

Zionism, the national liberation movement of the Jewish people, brought about the establishment of the State of Israel, 
and views a Jewish, Zionist, democratic and secure State of Israel to be the expression of the common responsibility of the 
Jewish people for its continuity and future. 

4. Ensuring the future and the distinctiveness of the 
Jewish people by furthering Jewish, Hebrew and 
Zionist education, fostering spiritual and cultural values 
and teaching Hebrew as the national language;

5. Nurturing mutual Jewish responsibility, defending 
the rights of Jews as individuals and as a nation, 
representing the national Zionist interests of the Jewish 
people, and struggling against all manifestations of 
anti-Semitism;

6. Settling the country as an expression of practical 
Zionism.

JERUSALEM PROGRAM 2014
Zionism is a dynamic ideology. That is why the core definition and aims of Zionism 
are periodically revised and updated. Below is the text that was endorsed in the 
Zionist Council session that took place in June 2004 in Jerusalem.
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Yom Ha’atzmaut Community Festival at Caulfield Racecourse
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Despite another challenging year, Australian Friends of Tel Aviv University (Vic) continued to successfully raise funds for 
research and projects emanating from Tel Aviv University.

We hosted a Virtual Event in November 2020 to celebrate the extraordinary life of the late Professor Louis Waller AO with 
substantial funds raised towards the Legal Clinics at the Buchmann Faculty of Law at TAU.

As a result of this successful event, a collaboration was established between Monash University Law School and the TAU 
Buchmann Faculty of Law. The initiative is being driven by Prof. Omri Yadlin (TAU) and Professor Jonathan Clough (Monash) 
and the funds raised will provide scholarships to law students from the respective Legal Clinics. 

AFTAU presented informative and stimulating webinars with experts in their field at TAU, namely New Frontiers in Ageing: 
from Epidemiology to Brain Disorders in March and Financial Evolution with Technology and the Future of the Banking 
Sectors in August.

In May 2020 a campaign was launched in memory of Walter Kastelan, AFTAU former treasurer and TAU Governor. Significant 
funds were raised towards the Walter Kastelan Periphery Scholarship Fund and a plaque was dedicated in his name at the 
Tel Aviv University.   

Although international travel was limited due to COVID 19 restrictions, AFTAU continued to encourage Australian students 
to study at TAU. We granted a scholarship to an exceptional Australian student for a Sofer Global MBA at the Coller 
Business School of Management.

In April we hosted our first social event in eighteen months, since the Covid -19 lockdown to welcome the new Board 
members namely Keith Beville, Vann Fisher, Daniel Leighton and Marcia Pinskier.

It is with great pride that I wish to thank the Executive Board and staff for their extraordinary support throughout 2021. We 
look forward to much success in the future. 

AUSTRALIAN FRIENDS OF TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY

The Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS) Victoria has had a successful year despite the COVID-19 restrictions. We 
started off the year with a bang by affiliating AUJS at The Australian Catholic University (ACU) by creating the first Jewish 
students’ society.

AUJS had a number of successful sell-out events throughout the year including our Annual Purim Party, where we celebrated 
with a Rio Carnivale theme. We made Mishloach Manot packages with Friendship Circle and held a Purim Megilah Reading 
with Chabad on Campus. We celebrated Pesach with a mock-seder, joined Zionism Victoria Yom Ha’atzmaut festival with a 
stall and had a bar night for Jewish students. 

We collaborated with Chabad on Campus to bring together over 250 Jewish students from across all University campuses 
for Shabbat 500. We also had the opportunity to speak at the Israel Rally representing the voice of Jewish students across 
Victoria.

We had a number of political events including our Q&AUJS event where we heard from different students on their 
relationship with Zionism and our Victorian Political Training Seminar (VPTS) where students were able to engage with 
politicians and experts from across the political spectrum. 

Empower, powered by AUJS and the Goldschlager Foundation, held two successful events ‘Be Your Own Boss with Andrew 
Bassat’ and ‘Innovation and Inclusivity with Davina Bates and Anna Scholten’. Both events gave students the chance to 
engage with entrepreneurs and professionals.

We did not let lockdown hold us back. AUJS Vic hosted a number of online events including bonding nights, games nights, 
and a comedy night. We also provided Rosh Hashanah care packages to our students with Chabad on Campus.

We have just held our AGM and we look forward to seeing what the 2022 team does. We cannot wait to see you on campus 
or at our next event!

AUJS VICTORIA
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AUSTRALIAN FORUM OF RUSSIAN SPEAKING JEWRY

The Australian Forum of Russian Speaking Jews (AFRJ) maintained stability during the COVID-19 pandemic. In this unstable 
time, we reacted and adapted to the emerging circumstances.

It is essential that the Australian Forum has a community voice, a weekly 2-hour radio program on J-AIR: Jewish Australia 
Internet Radio, and live webcasts and podcasts to download. The radio station allows Melbourne residents to hear a Jewish 
perspective on a wide variety of topics in Russian, thereby enabling the Russian Jewish people of Melbourne to speak out 
to the general public. 

AFRSJ also support Russian language TV C31 program ‘Sputnik’ which have become a very important and significant part 
of the cultural life of our community. 

AFRJ has a very popular well-followed social media platform on Facebook, which offers an oppurtunity for like-minded 
people with similar interests to connect and giving our Russian-speaking Jews audience the opportunity to establish and 
grow new relationships within a place they can trust and respect.

With AFRSJ’s  help a community non-profit “soup kitchen” called Souper, opened in the heart of St Kilda.  Run in partnership 
between Russian-speaking organizations Subbotnik, Visit and Care Bikkur Chloim and St Kilda Shule, the kitchen aims to 
help people in need with the delivery of nutritional, home-style meals.

Together with the Russian-speaking organizations Subbotnik, Souper Kitchen and Chabad on Carlisle - Jewish Russian 
Centre, AFRJ organizes Jewish holidays.  AFRSJ help in organisation and participates in the Limmud FSU (former Soviet 
Union) - Festival of Russian - Jewish learning, culture, and creativity.

We assist in fundraising for Israel to the World Israeli Appeal (UIA) and the Jewish National Fund (JNF), and Magen David 
Adom Australia (MDA), providing emergency medical response and ambulance services. We also work closely with the 
Anti-Defamation Commission - ADF Australia.

The Forum took part in fundraising for the purchase of 2 vehicles for the Israeli ambulance MDA, which will transport 
donated blood from volunteers at home. Our organisation took an active part in the action in support of Israel during the 
operation “Protective Wall”.

The Australian Friends of Shaare Zedek Inc transforms lives through medical innovation. Our commitment to excellence, 
ethics and compassion brings the miracle of Jerusalem’s Hospital with a Heart to the Israeli and Australian communities.

Our mission is to share the best of contemporary medical initiatives between Israel and Australia to promote healthcare 
initiatives across international boundaries. We focus on developing, supporting and promoting innovative health initiatives.  

In the wake of the Covid19 pandemic, our goal has been to fund important and innovative health initiatives at Shaare 
Zedek.  This year, we worked to support Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem in transforming its Adolescent Medicine 
Service specifically in the area of eating disorders which have increased in frequency and severity due to the stress of the 
pandemic.

We work to promote health initiatives in the Israeli and Australian communities and to share medical expertise, discoveries 
and excellence. This year, we are working to bring awareness of eating disorders (and a relevant response to the Jewish 
community in Australia) whilst also supporting education to raise awareness and prevent eating disorders in Jerusalem.

We apply emerging medical knowledge and explore collaborative partnerships with Australian medical services and their 
Israeli counterparts.  We share new developments in medical research and innovation that promote healing and health 
discoveries and support key initiatives in Israel that support the prevention and treatment of disease. 

We support and facilitate bilateral collaboration between Israel and Australia and new medical initiatives to create healthy 
communities and treat and prevent disease. We also reach across international communities by applying new and exciting 
technology to foster medical excellence.

The Australian Friends of Shaare Zedek is a growing, dynamic organization and we welcome the involvement of dedicated 
community members.  

www.shaarezedek.org.au

facebook.com/shaarezedek

AUSTRALIAN FRIENDS OF SHAARE ZEDEK INC
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2021 has been an exceptional year at Bialik College. Like all communities, we have faced challenges over the past months 
and years. However, we have learnt to face them with resilience and mutual support and care. All classes and curriculum 
have run, as scheduled, regardless of lockdowns. Our experiential learning has continued as well, with Chagim and Yomim 
being celebrated together, regardless of where we have been or what restrictions were in place. We celebrated Purim, Yom 
Ha’atmaut, Pesach, Lag B’omer and commemorated Yom Hazikaron and Yom Ha’Shoah on campus. We came together 
online as a community to mourn on Tisha B’av and prepare for Shabbatot and the Yamim Noraim. Our Year 7 students 
marked their Bnei Mitzvah year during digital ceremonies, for which they were joined by friends and family from throughout 
the world. They even managed to build a floor to ceiling ‘Mount Sinai’ to store their Chumashim and Siddurim in perpetuity, 
in between lockdowns.

Indeed, 2021 has not been a year on hold but a year of progress on all fronts. We have begun construction of our 
new Biblical Garden which will include the 7 species of the Land of Israel, Schach for Shavuot, Maror for Pesach, grapes 
for Kiddush and many more opportunities for hands on learning and deeper understanding that will unfold for years to 
come. Most importantly, our students have volunteered, both in our local community and for Israel, reflecting the fact that 
regardless of their personal circumstances, our students are always aware of the needs of others and their place in a bigger 
collective. Mazal-Tov to our students, staff and families on an outstanding year. 

BIALIK COLLEGE

Friends of Likud Inc. advocates the Jabotinsky Zionist perspective of Israel-related matters in the Australian community.

The association promotes and defends the rights of the Jewish People in and to Eretz Yisrael.

In particular Friends of Likud Inc. emphasises the importance of liberal democracy, economic freedom and a strong defense 
force to ensure the continued strength of Israel in the future.

Friends of Likud Inc. organises events which are addressed by distinguished persons, pursuing topics and areas of interest.

Friends of Likud Inc support the Betar youth movement to conduct its ongoing activities. Friends of Likud Inc. places 
immense value on the work done by Betar in inculcating Zionist values and therefore strongly encourages the presence of 
Betar Australia wide. Grants and fund raising are provided to Betar to enable participants to attend Shnat programmes, 
camps and other activities.

AUSTRALIAN FRIENDS OF LIKUD

The Australasian Zionist Youth Council (AZYC) is the roof body of the 7 Zionist youth movements that operate in Australia 
and Aotearoa New Zealand, from Perth to Auckland. In Victoria, The AZYC provides training and leadership development 
opportunities, representation, policy and legal support, community strengthening and organisational support to the 
affiliated youth groups. 

This past year we have had the privilege of running some fantastic events such as AZYC Tikkun Leil, the youth movement 
community festival, and several safety and security training events for madrichim/ot. 

COVID-19 and the subsequent lockdowns and restrictions forced the AZYC to adapt in how it delivers content to participants. 
It has been a really challenging year and we are so proud of each and every one of our volunteers! Over the past 2 years, 
Australia has seen a surge in mental health issues, and so the promotion of youth mental health first aid training courses has 
been a big focus of ours, so that each movement has several madrichim/ot that are accredited mental health first aiders. 

We still have a few more events before the end of the year, so watch this space!

AZYC VICTORIA
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Bnei Akiva Melbourne has had a successful year. Despite the obvious challenges, we have still been able to run events that 
engaged all members of the Jewish community. We have been challenged by a decrease in participation to our online 
events however the lower numbers were expected. 

We have still been able to provide events to the community that have been based around the jewish festivals for the year, 
starting with an exciting Megillah reading, and Mishloach Manot delivery. Following this we had our annual pre-pesach 
BBQ, followed by our involvement in community events during Yom HaZikaron, Yom Haatzmaut and Yom Yerushalayim. 
After which, we had our Lag Ba’omer bonfire, which was incredibly well attended. We then held our Tikkun leil learning 
where we began our night by joining together with the AZYC. 

This year we were incredibly fortunate to run a fundraising campaign that will set Bnei up for the next few years ensuring a 
multitude of chanichim can go on Shnat without the financial burden. 

Our main event for the year was our winter camp, named Machane Far From Home. The camp used entertainment as a 
medium for discussing and delving deeply into our Jewish identities and connection to Israel. Our camp was attended by 
over 300 chanichim across all ages.

We look forward to an incredibly successful remainder of 2021 in person!

BNEI AKIVA MELBOURNE

It is with great pleasure that B’nai B’rith Victoria (BBVic) presents its first report as an affiliate to Zionism Victoria. Whilst 
we have worked closely with Zionism Victoria in the past, we are pleased to have officially made the transition to affiliate. 
This year has seen another first for our organisation… We were pleased to welcome our inaugural CEO, Ellana Aarons in 
February 2021, along new members to the BBVic Executive.

2021 has continued to throw up challenges, yet BBVic and its members have rebounded, pivoted and continued to 
contribute to the Jewish and wider Victorian community as much as ever. Within the 5 member units, our 400+ members 
have continued to engage with and support each other through the countless lockdowns, through regular meetings, Trivia 
Nights, debates, guest speakers and more. They have also fundraised to support 5 wonderful organisations in Israel.

In between lockdowns some groups were able to get away – to Ballarat for a weekend, a 4-day tour of the Silos, a day trip to 
French Island just to name a few. 2021 saw yet another successful Youth Art Competition take place – online, but excellent. 
You can view the online gallery on our website at https://www.bnaibrith.org.au/our-projects/bbvicart. More recently, the 
B’nai B’rith Showcase: fostering young musical talent hosted its 29th Annual Concert online. We all look forward to being 
back in person, live for next year’s 30th Anniversary celebration.

In addition to this, BBVic hosted a Human Rights Oration, with guest speaker Prof Marcia Langton AO, and subsequently 
took up the call of support for the Uluru Statement from the Heart, and commenced activities to provide opportunities to 
learn more about our First Nations people and lend support to their voice. A series of Current Affairs discussion groups, 
hosted and led by Ron James took place in person where we could and then online. These are a fantastic forum to discuss 
the important news affecting us all in these ever-changing times. In addition, B’nai B’rith Victoria has continued to support 
our community’s youth through the provision of scholarships and bursaries via the Bernard Lustig Memorial Scholarship, the 
Jenny Goldberg Community Award as well as Making a Difference – providing financial support for co-curricular activities 
for VCE students in need. As well as continuing to ensure teachers take advantage of the Raoul Wallenberg Study Grants.

The BB Ramblers have continued to engage members and non members alike, where lockdown restrictions allowed a 
series of walks and hikes. And who can forget the wonder Calico Dolls that members of the Hatikvah unit continue to sew 
for kids at the Royal Children’s Hospital.

BBVic’s members are its strength, it’s heart and it’s soul. We thank all of them for not only volunteering their time to deliver 
all of these wonderful activities and projects, but for supporting each other whilst being active participants in the Victoria  
Jewish community.

As you can see, the activities this year, and always, are many and varied at B’nai B’rith Victoria. As we look to 2022, we 
will be undertaking some serious strategic evolution which we look forward to sharing with you all, and also looking for 
opportunities for collaboration.

B’NAI B’RITH VICTORIA
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Caulfield Hebrew Congregation affectionately known as Caulfield Shule is an inclusive Modern Orthodox Synagogue 
providing a place to pray, study and connect with Jewish people of different ages and backgrounds. 

This year, Rabbi Ralph Genende stepped down after 14 years of dedicated and enthusiastic service to the Shule. Rabbi Ralph 
initiated many successful programs and initiatives during his leadership including Mums n Bubs, Tuesday Shmoozeday and 
Baby Boomers club.  We wish Rabbi Ralph much success on his appointment to the position of General Manager, Jewish 
Life- Senior Rabbi at Jewish Care.

Unfortunately, like many organisations in Melbourne, Caulfield Shule was forced to cancel a number of in person programs 
over the past year due to COVID.  We did however manage to offer a great array of online programs and services with a 
Highlight being our High Holiday services led by Chazan Dov Farkas and featuring the choir, Kolot Min Hashamayim from 
Israel.

Caulfield Shule continues to offers shule services when COVID restrictions allow and has run successful Bar and Bat Mitzvah 
programs, weekly Shuirim and scholars in residence featuring David Solomon and Paul Forgasz.  

Recently, we have undergone an organisational restructure, with the exciting appointments of CEO, Rachel Mihalovich and 
outstanding Rabbinical couple, Rabbi Daniel and Rebbetzin Sarah Rabin who will commence in November 2021. Rabbi 
Daniel and Rebbetzin Sarah, a superb generational change rabbinic couple in a role designed for the ages and of course, 
the current and future membership of the CHC. With a community focus, they will be starting various programs for young 
families and encouraging women of all ages to become involved in many areas of Jewish communal life.  This will be a vital 
and timely turning point for the congregation and heralds an exciting time to become involved with Caulfield Shule over 
the next year!

CAULFIELD HEBREW CONGREGATION

The Council of Orthodox Synagogues of Victoria (COSV) is a not-for-profit, community-based organisation whose 
objectives are to act as a strong voice for the Orthodox Jewish Community in Victoria. The COSV works to raise the level 
of awareness, interest and education and provide a range of services, infrastructure and facilities as well as act as a strong 
voice for Orthodox Judaism in the Victorian Jewish Community. The COSV is funded by the Orthodox Synagogues and has 
responsibility for the Melbourne Eruv and Melbourne Beth Din as well as a range of communal activities and services for 
the broader Victorian Jewish Community.

Communications and Social Media

COSV’s social media and communications presence has been significantly enhanced. We have launched a Facebook page 
and updated our website. Our social media presence has enabled more visibility in the community, particularly assisting 
in COVID-19 updates in 2020 and 2021. Working closely with CSG, the Rabbinical Council of Victoria, the Melbourne 
Beth Din and the Melbourne Eruv has meant our community has communications across all our affiliate synagogues and 
organisations in real time.

Governance Education for Synagogues

The COSV secured a grant in 2020 from the Besen Foundation to assist the COSV to provide Governance training and 
support for COSV Affiliate Synagogues. The Sir Zelman Cowen Centre (SZCC) has been working directly with the COSV 
to assist them in developing governance resources to assist synagogues to meet compliance requirements set down by 
State and Federal governments. Affiliate members can access PowerPoints and digital manuals on; Conflict of Interest, 
Volunteer Management, Risk Management, with another two Modules to come next year. Videos and interactive exercises 
are intended to be used by the boards and office bearers as a catalyst for governance discussions and learnings.

Melbourne Beth Din - MBD

In 2020, a Working Committee for Jewish Divorce (Get) was tasked with undertaking a review of the Current Protocols & 
Procedures related to obtaining a Get and providing its recommendations to the Melbourne Beth Din (MBD) and MBD 
Board. The aim was to Review Practices and Procedures relevant to participants in the Jewish divorce (Get process).

Essentially it aimed to provide the MBD & MBD Board with recommendations to enhance the MBD’s Practices and Protocols 
for Gittin. Review recommendations were tabled with the Melbourne Beth Din in April 2021 after seeking feedback from 
those members of the community who went through Jewish Divorce.

Melbourne Eruv

The COSV is a joint shareholder of the Melbourne Eruv - which allows Orthodox Jews to carry within its boundaries. The 
weekly Eruv inspection, repairs and maintenance is an ongoing expense. Work is also being undertaken for an expansion.

COSV
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2021 has been a crazy year for Habonim Dror Melbourne. We were incredibly lucky to be able to successfully put on 
numerous in-person events for our chanichim to enjoy (that we were unable to facilitate last year). Highlights include our 
incredible winter camps in July which were attended by 150 chanichim from Years 3-11, our annual Purim, Tikkun Leil 
Shavuot, and Lag Baomer events, as well as finally being able to send our shnatties to Israel for an amazing gap year 
program. Due to COVID-19 lockdowns, we were forced to move back to an online format for Term 3. We are incredibly 
grateful, however, that we have been able to continue to offer a space for Melbourne Jewish youth to connect and learn 
throughout these difficult times and are feeling optimistic about our upcoming summer camps and what 2022 has in store 
for us.

HABONIM DROR MELBOURNE

Hashy has had a wonderful and active year in 2021, despite the disruptions. It began with a fantastic summer camp, the 
annual Shomria, in January. It was a blessing to be able to do camp in the traditional way – on a campsite sleeping inside 
our tents. After camp, we gathered at the Invasion Day rally which was vibrant and powerful.

The first meeting back was strong and sunny, and we were able to do many fun and educational meetings in the Ken (Hashy 
house) in Autumn. We participated in the World’s Greatest Shave event hosted by SKIF and ran an incredible Third Night 
Seder for Pesach. We did a Garage Sale, a Homework Club, an Ideological Seminar and a Shabbaton during the first half of 
the year when restrictions allowed. We even managed to travel to Byron Bay and host a Shabbaton over there for our Hashy 
community in New South Wales, which was super successful and lots of fun. Hashy was proud to be a part of the meaningful 
Yom Hazikaron service at the Robert Blackwood Hall and the Yom Ha’Atzmaut Event at the Caulfield Racecourse. We had a 
bonfire for Lag Ba’Omer and collaborated with Habonim Dror in their annual Tikkun Leil evening on Shavuot.

This year, Hashy won the Grill’d Local Matters Campaign in their Balaclava branch, which was really helpful. The Pride March 
was in June this year, and we had a very fun and fabulous time. Winter Camp in the July holidays was just as smoothly 
run as the Shomria, and we had beautiful campfires and exciting programs. We also published a Rosh Hashana themed 
iton (newsletter), and since going back online in the second semester, have run some fun movie nights and educational 
activities.

HASHOMER HATZAIR AUSTRALIA

This year has been a big year for Hineni Melbourne. Semester one was one of incredible growth, as we saw senior Shabbat 
programs attract 40 plus chanichim a week, and our biggest winter camp ever, with close to 100 chanichim!

Our highlights of the semester definitely came through the Chaggim. We started the year off with an incredible welcome 
back Purim carnival for the juniors, complete with Mishloach Manot, mask decorating, and lots of ruach! For Lag Ba’Omer, 
this was our biggest event yet, with over 100 chanichim, madrichim, ex-bogrim, parents and friends gathered at Hineni - we 
caught up with friends, sat by the bonfire, and chanted ruach so loud we could be heard all over Caulfield.

For Sukkot, we had our biggest ever Tikkun Leil, bringing in over 200 guests throughout the night and hearing from 
influential and inspiring speakers.

Throughout the year we have also run monthly Kabbalat Shabbatot, organised by our Year 11 chanichim, which brought 
with it a warm sense of community and uplifting tefilah. We finished the semester with our annual winter camp, “Machane 
Chalutz”, which was a major success, and came just in time between lockdowns.

While Semester Two in lockdown has brought challenges our way, we were able to quickly adapt and begin running weekly 
Zoom programs, thanks to the flexibility, resilience and passion of our dedicated madrichim! Semester Two highlights 
have included running honey cake making for Rosh Hashana, Yom Kippur TED Talks with thought provoking speakers, a 
junior scavenger hunt in the park, and a senior trivia night. We also delivered 100 chaggim packages to our chanichim and 
madrichim right in time for Yom Kippur and Sukkot.

While it has been a whirlwind of a year so far, we look forward to taking every future challenge and opportunity in our stride! 
We cannot wait to return to in person programs as Victoria opens up again, and are so excited for our Ultimate Summer 
Camp on 10-17 January 2022.

HINENI MELBOURNE
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This was a momentous year for The Jewish National Fund.

It has been 125 years since Theodor Herzl first proposed his vision for Israel – to create a state for the Jewish people in their 
ancestral homeland, where they could live together in safety. We are celebrating 120 years of bringing Herzl’s dream to life. Project 
by project, JNF and its loyal supporters have been building Israel since 1901 to help make Israel what it is today. For the past 120 
years we have been raising funds for life-changing environmental and social welfare projects, maintaining a tangible and creative 
link between the Jewish People and Israel.

“JNF is an everlasting Jewish fund for the entire Jewish people. It lives and lasts not because of work well done in the past, but 
because of vital work in the present and, even more importantly, because of the great, important tasks still awaiting it in the 
future.” - David Ben-Gurion

While Herzl’s vision has come a long way, we are far from done. Our focus is on the final frontier of the Zionist dream: developing 
the desert. The future of Israel rests on developing the Negev in Israel’s South. Today, JNF is working to ensure that the people 
of Israel who live in the underdeveloped periphery of the country can also share in the Jewish State’s success story and ensure its 
ongoing sustainability, for a stronger tomorrow. In line with JNF’s mission to help grow the Negev, in 2020 JNF focused on two 
areas of Southern Israel - Sderot for its Annual Major campaign and Nitzana for the Blue Box campaign.

We were overwhelmed by the generosity of our community throughout our 2020 Major Campaign in support of the new Animal 
Assisted Therapy Centre at the Resilience Complex in Sderot, for children suffering from PTSD, as the result of constant missile 
threats and attacks. For the first time ever, our Annual Major event took place as a National Virtual Gala. The well-attended event 
brought all our state communities together in support of this vital project, contributing to its overwhelming success. JNF’s twice-
yearly Blue Box campaigns are a long-standing tzedakah-giving tradition. From the first ‘Eretz Israel Box’ in Galicia to thousands 
of homes around the world today, the humble Blue Box has assisted Zionist pioneers in their efforts to build the infrastructure 
for a modern, thriving State. Over the past 120 years, funds raised through the iconic Blue Box have been instrumental in Israel’s 
development. It remains a powerful symbol of Jewish unity and a reminder of the part every Jew can play in strengthening Eretz 
Israel.

The 2020 Rosh Hashanah Blue Box campaign continued to raise funds for the development of the Nitzana Ecological Park, in one 
of the most remote areas of the Negev, transforming it from a wastewater treatment plant into a beautiful oasis. This year’s Blue 
Box Pesach and Rosh Hashanah campaigns supported the Yerucham Heritage Park to turn a barren plot of desert into an inspiring 
parkland, and focused on restoring Kfar Aza’s forests and farmlands.

Throughout our long history, the annual JNF Green Sunday telethon, held to coincide with Tu Beshvat, has consistently raised 
funds for life-changing environmental projects. This year saw our community further support the development of the Nitzana 
Ecological Park.

To honour this historically significant 120 year milestone in JNF’s history, our 2021 Major Campaign is supporting the establishment 
of a visionary new pioneering community, Ramat Herzl, located along Israel’s border with Egypt. Right now, dozens of families live 
nearby in temporary housing as they wait for Ramat Herzl to materialise. Our 2021 National Virtual Gala, celebrating 120 years 
of partnership with the Jewish People, will prevail upon our amazing supporters to help raise funds so that these modern day 
pioneers can achieve their dream. 

We are deeply grateful for the much-valued support of our Gold Patrons which has enabled JNF to fulfill its commitments to life-
changing, innovative projects in Israel. This is set to continue well into the future.

JNForever regularly hosted numerous memorable and successful online webinars maintaining our connection and engagement 
with our esteemed senior supporters.

Our JNFuture group of enthusiastic young JNF supporters continues to evolve, building their connection to JNF’s vision and the 
future of the State of Israel.

As we reflect on another difficult COVID year, I want to express JNF’s gratitude to our donors, supporters and volunteers who have 
generously contributed to the tremendous success in meeting our fundraising goals. JNF’s promise to you is that we will continue 
to build and develop the Land of Israel as we have for the past 120 years. 

We will continue to represent and support the unbreakable connection and commitment of our extraordinary Jewish community 
to the State of Israel and her courageous people, and bring you projects, large and small, which inspire and nourish the best ideals 
and dreams of Zionism.

We wish the Board and the Executive of Zionism Victoria a successful, positive year ahead.

JNF VICTORIA
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Magen David Adom (MDA), Israel’s National Emergency Medical and Blood Services Organization is mandated by the Israeli 
government to serve in this role for the citizens of Israel. It is not a government organisation, so relies on external funding. Since 
June 2006 Magen David Adom has been officially recognised by the International Committee of the Red Cross as the National 
Aid Society of Israel.

In Israel, MDA works in cooperation with the Palestinian Red Crescent, sharing its expertise internationally. They deal with mass 
casualty situations by providing humanitarian aid in the case of both natural disasters and terror events.

During the past year MDA has been a forerunner in the fight against Covid by initiating the drive-through testing and the in-home 
and airport testing points for the virus; it created drive-through and mobile vaccination points and has been ahead, on a global 
scale, in providing the “booster jab” for its citizens.

In the last year locally, our MDA Australia community together with generous partners, has donated two Bloodmobile Caravans. 
We have planned and postponed our Trivia night twice, have grown our preschool and Aged Care in-house programs and varied 
them to be able to involve and hopefully inspire participation via “gift packages” with interactive activities.

We had planned and postponed a cooking demonstration; held a Sir John’s Giftware discount day raising funds for MDA; we 
annually hold 4 Blood Drives per year in conjunction with the Australia Red Cross Life Blood (previously known as the Blood Bank) 
and held a Code Red Shabbat in June, where Rabbonim from various synagogues assist us by speaking about the importance of 
the life-saving work of MDA.

Without your ongoing generous support MDA cannot maintain the high level of life-saving work and innovation in methods and 
technology that we are so famous for!

Magen David Adom Australia has moved to 4/115 Hawthorn Road Caulfield North.

Our new phone number is 9989 3655.

Please visit our website www.magendavidadom.com.au

MAGEN DAVID ADOM

Once again, a difficult year for all with on-again. off-again, sport and many plans and events deferred or put on hold. 

COVID has highlighted the importance of the role Maccabi plays in the community. Our clubs, supported by 100’s of volunteers, 
have remained resilient and strong throughout this roller coaster ride.  

Highlights from the Maccabi Victoria Calendar include: 

• Carnival 2021 - Maccabi facilitated a ‘Home Carnival’ at Bialik College. 203 kids attended a 4 day sports focused daytime 
program and an incredible social program was held in the evenings. 

• Maccabi COVID Hardship Relief Fund - This fund established by the Maccabi Sports Foundation continues to support any 
families going through hardship, and to enable participation in Maccabi sport.  

• Giving Day - Our annual campaign was executed remotely. A software program was developed to integrate with our Salesforce 
database. An incredibly successful campaign was held with the support of over 100 volunteers. 

• Maccabi Aquatics - A joint venture was established with Bialik College to take over the operation of “Learn to Swim” at the 
Bialik College Gringlas Sports Centre. This includes a full service swimming program.  

I would like to thank our staff for their amazing work ethic and their ability to adapt to the ever-changing work environment. To the 
Maccabi Victoria Board, the Foundation Board, the MAI Board and all the clubs and volunteers thank you. And sincere thanks to 
our most valued Sponsors and supporters whose ongoing support is most appreciated. Nothing happens without all of us playing 
our part. 

MACCABI VICTORIA
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Mount Scopus Memorial College is Melbourne’s biggest Jewish Day School with more than 1500 children learning and growing 
within the institution. Its Mission Statement defines Scopus values as Excellence in Learning; Holistic Education; Jewish Identity 
and Community Service. Like all institutions, Mount Scopus has struggled with the challenges of the continued pandemic and the 
lockdown. Thankfully we have managed to ensure continued learning online for all students, and maintain many aspects of Scopus 
life and the students’ Jewish connection. We thank our teachers and the students for their tremendous efforts. In 2021 we saw the 
creation of the dedicated Year 3 Centre opening in South Caulfield, more resources and a program dedicated to student wellbeing 
and expansion of our performing arts program.

The work of the school leadership is assisted and overseen by President Amy Hershan, the school Executive and Council, and 
major fundraising is led by the Scopus Foundation Chairman and Executive. We thank them all for their efforts and dedication.

MOUNT SCOPUS MEMORIAL COLLEGE

This year marks the 180th year of the establishment of The Melbourne Hebrew Congregation (MHC) in 1841. 

Despite the challenges of navigating the COVID restrictions, MHC was fortunate to be able to resume weekly services for much 
of the year in person in shul. MHC had the opportunity to celebrate simchas and a number of chaggim, and provide face-to-face 
support during its member’s life cycle events. This sadly had to cease when restrictions were reintroduced. MHC once again 
pivoted to virtual services within the limitations of Orthodox-Judaism, which was welcomed by its members. MHC ended the year 
with the communal online Selichot service, which was hosted live from MHC, as well as pre-High Holiday services. These online 
services were strongly supported by the community. Providing spiritual connection and a sense of community remained a top 
priority during these challenging times.

Early in the year MHC formalised their relationship with Rabbi Shlomo Nathanson appointing him as the Rabbi of MHC. Rabbi 
Nathanson has endeared himself to the community and his tireless work and impact has been an inspiration for all.

MELBOURNE HEBREW CONGREGATION

MARCH OF THE LIVING AUSTRALIA INC. 

Very sadly, for the second time in its 33-year history, the iconic March of the Living program which takes students, young adults 
and adults to Poland and thereafter to Israel to mark and commemorate the two most central and seminal events in modern day 
Jewish history, namely Yom Hashoah (Holocaust Memorial Day) and Yom Hazikaron/Yom Haatzmaut (Remembrance Day and 
Independence Day) did not take place in 2021 due to the Covid-19 global pandemic. 

In the absence of the physical program, March of the Living went virtual and a worldwide broadcast of the Yom Hashoah 
ceremony, normally conducted in Birkenau itself, was shared and beamed through to hundreds of thousands of people worldwide 
incorporating well known celebrities, world leaders, survivors, educators, musicians and more. This ceremony was supported by a 
creative and memorable global initiative whereby ‘memorialisation plaques’ (normally written by participants on the program and 
placed on the railway tracks leading into the Birkenau death camp on the day of the march), were written virtually and illuminated 
onto the walls and gate of Birkenau as well as onto the walls of the Old City in Jerusalem on Yom Hashoah.

Virtual programming and education have been the order of the day and we have run close to 20 virtual events throughout the year. 
This virtual aspect will continue going forward until such time that we may be able to resume the physical program once again.

March of the Living Australia is dedicated to furthering our knowledge and understanding of the Holocaust; to educating and 
leading the battle against antisemitism, bigotry, hatred, intolerance and indifference of any kind; and to promote a better 
understanding of the incredibly rich and special fabric of Israel – it’s challenges, achievements, opportunities, shortcomings and 
uniqueness!

March of the Living Australia looks forward to a continued strengthening of our ties and engagement with Zionism Victoria and all 
its affiliates in 2022. 
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WHO WE ARE

The National Council of Jewish Women Australia (NCJWA) Victoria was established in 1927 by Dr Fanny Reading, MBE. NCJWA 
Victoria operates locally and globally to provide support for women across their life cycle. We work to advance the status of 
women, promote a harmonious multi-cultural society, and support projects in Israel.

WHAT WE DO

We offer different programs to help women reach their full potential and to provide a strong voice for women of all ages.

Caring Mums Program

Our award-winning program is a free service that provides emotional support to mothers of newborn babies and women during 
pregnancy. Our Caring Mums’ volunteers work with women from all walks of life and diverse ethnic backgrounds. Since the 
program began in 2011, we have trained over 100 volunteers, with a long waiting list of mums asking for our support.

The Jam Project

An amazing program that pairs young girls in Year 9 with women in their 20’s who are trained to be their mentors throughout the 
year. Echoing the vision of NCJWA VIC, ‘powering women and girls for a better world’, The Jam Project aspires to strengthen and 
empower young women in their development, fostering future leaders. This year, The Jam Project has seen its largest cohort since 
its inception in 2017.

Connect

Our Seniors programs provide a diverse range of activities for older members of our community. The Caulfield Seniors Club offers 
a space for them to socialise with others their age playing card games, Rummy Tiles and other board games, while providing a 
nourishing lunch. Our Golden Age Clubs, a designated program for seniors from the former Soviet Union, had just celebrated its 
20th anniversary. The members, who mostly live on their own, are given the opportunity to meet and participate in social activities 
that help keep them in good shape, both physically and mentally.

Status of Women

Our advocacy in this area stems from our commitment to human rights and women’s rights including a commitment to 
substantive equality, inclusion and participation for women and girls in the Jewish and broader communities. In 2019 we launched 
#makeaspaceforher, a campaign aimed at ensuring women in the Victorian Jewish community are equally represented in leadership 
positions and are able to participate equally in community events. We aim to achieve balanced representation of Jewish women in 
leadership by creating and managing a database for Jewish women qualified to serve on boards and to participate in conferences, 
panels, and public events. We request all Jewish communal organisations to sign our Gender Equality Pledge and so far, have 
already signed 45 organisations from different sectors of the community.

Support for Israel

Part of our mission is to provide support for Israel, and we are doing that by donating to The Haifa Rape Crisis Centre every year 
as well as engaging Israeli activists women as keynote speakers in our signature lectures and events.

For further information please visit our website www.ncjwavic.org.au

NCJWA (VIC) 

Netzer Melbourne has had a brilliant 2021, despite the continuing challenges of the global pandemic. We have brought back 
weekly peulot, enjoyed monthly Kabbalat Shabbat Sprout services, with over 300 people in attendance. Our Winter Camp, 
Machane Wonderland was magical for chanichimot and bogrimot. 

It was a particularly special visit as many leaders grew up going to this campsite as chanichim/ot but it was our first return in about 
five years. Nostalgia mixed with the thrill of being back in person alongside first-camp experiences for about 20% of our chanichim/
ot made for an atmosphere of joy, excitement and curiosity. In August we sent 6 Shnatties to Israel, which was incredibly exciting.

Next year, we are hoping to see the largest Netzer Shnat group in a decade. 

We are working hard preparing for our summer camps, keeping our chanichimot and bogrimot supported in this stressful time and 
continuing to be the home for Reform Zionism and Progressive Judaism for youth in our community.

NETZER MELBOURNE
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Ha’Tzofim’s main objective is to form and deepen Jewish, Israeli and Zionist identity among Israeli children living outside of Israel 
by strengthening their sense of affiliation and connection to the state of Israel and the Jewish people. The activities are held 
under the standards and the principles of the youth movement in Israel, focusing on youth leading youth.

The educational programs are held in Hebrew with focus on leadership, social skills and scouting. Our activities highlight the 
connection with Israel, Ah’avat Ha’Eretz, Jewish tradition and learning Hebrew. Furthermore, we create an educational setting for 
the older members of the branches to deal with the questions of returning to Israel and strengthening the connection between 
the Israeli and Jewish communities. The Tzofim branches (Shvatim) also serve as a communal centres for the Shevet’s families 
and the broader Israeli community. This year we continued to create meaningful connections with our Chanichim, our community 
and Israel throughout the challenges of COVID-19, maintaining weekly programs either in-person or online. Our Madrichim 
hosted 2-5 weekly online activities during lockdown. The numbers of Chanichim in Tzofim has grown to nearly ninety. Our focus 
has been on our leadership programs, community outreach and supporting our community in different ways. One of our main 
events during COVID-19 was our Amazing Race, in collaboration with Zionism Victoria and supporting small businesses after the 
extended lockdown.

Events and activities:

• Weekly activities every Sunday in person and online (Years 3-12).

• Weekly Leadership and Hadracha course.

• Lockdown online activities during the week (e.g. Israeli culture, cooking, exercise, scouting, origami, live radio, trivia etc.)

• The community event - “The Amazing Race Melbourne” open for Jewish families in Melbourne and supporting local 
businesses.

• “Purimon” festival for Purim. 

• Zikaron Basalon event for Holocaust memorial day. 

• Taking part in community events, such as “Yom Hazikaron” and “Yom Ha’atzmaut” and more.

• Celebrating Jewish holidays with special events with the Israeli community. Such as Lag Baomer, Shavuot, Rosh Hashana etc. 

• Winter camp in theme of “Festigal Onnot” (Years 3-12).

• Two Madrichim seminars. 

• Volunteering with WIZO.

• Tzofim Partnership with Israeli Scouts in Kfar Saba.

• Online activities for kids and parents during term break (Zumba, origami, sustainability, Israeli culture and history etc.

• Supporting the funding of the Tzofim new branch (Shevet) in Sydney’s eastern suburbs.

TZOFIM

St Kilda Shule is this year celebrating its 150th anniversary and has enjoyed a busy 12 months staying connected to its community, 
rising to the ongoing challenges of COVID-19 lockdowns and restrictions. Leading the charge has been senior rabbi, Rabbi Yaakov 
Glasman conducting services and life-cycle events; and running shiurim and pre-marriage and introduction to Judaism sessions 
as well as contacting every member on their birthday and acknowledging their simchas and bereavements personally. When 
physically closed, the Shule has brought people together for prayer, song and words on zoom – for Bat Mitzvah and Bar Mitzvah 
program sessions; pre-Shabbat singalongs; festival celebrations; and a range of religious, cultural and educational events, some in 
collaboration with other Shules and community organisations.

We welcomed back Thursday Lunch Club featuring guest speakers as soon as Shule members could meet face to face. Chanukah 
2020 and Purim 2021 were celebrated with great gusto by many families enjoying the rare opportunity to get together for festive 
food, music, prayer and activities. Capital works took centre stage for much of the past year with the Samuel Meyers Hall (which 
contains the Adele Southwick Centre) a busy construction site during lockdown.

The renovation of the complex’s two bathrooms, foyer and façade including a state-of-the-art security steel front door was 
completed late last year. Earlier this year, the kitchen was transformed into a state-of-the-art facility, with a new cool room, 
stainless steel equipment and work surfaces. The kitchen project was supported by a government grant. Assistant rabbi, Rabbi 
Hillel Nagel has been officiating while Rabbi Glasman is on long-service leave. Long-time Chorister and Board member Gerry 
Bullon was elected President at the Shule’ recent Annual General Meeting. The Shule’s first-ever woman Vice-President Janice 
Iloni Furstenberg continues her role for a second year. The Shule’s 150th anniversary Gala celebration is scheduled for 27 February, 
2022.

ST KILDA HEBREW CONGREGATION
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AFFILIATE REPORTS

UNITED JEWISH EDUCATION BOARD (UJEB) 

UJEB’s principal purpose is to provide the highest quality formal and informal Jewish education to students outside the Jewish day 
school system, to strengthen Jewish continuity, identity and involvement.

UJEB has been working hard to meet the challenges of 2020-21, and are continuing to provide strong programs in both primary 
and secondary schools. Our teachers and students have become well-practised in pivoting between in-person and online classes 
as needed, enabling continuity in all of our programs. For primary-aged children, we are running our Jewish Life program in 22 
schools, as well as an online mode for students in other schools. More than 200 children are now studying Hebrew in our Hebrew 
Immersion Program (HIP), which has expanded to 7 government primary schools due to growing parent demand. These programs 
have continued on Zoom throughout the COVID lockdowns. 

For secondary school learners, we have a wide range of in-school and out-of-school programs, providing both educational and 
engagement opportunities. These include J-Lunch, our J-Voice leadership and advocacy program, an annual camp, a Year 10 Israel 
trip, our Bar and Bat Mitzvah programs and a new student-led J-Talk program. UJEB also supports the Hebrew language program 
at Glen Eira College, and runs regular social activities through our collaboration with B’nai B’rith Youth Organisation (BBYO). Our 
UJEB High staff and leaders have done a wonderful job of creating exciting ways to engage teens online, as well as providing 
home-delivered care packages during lockdowns. This year, we are also piloting a new and exciting “UJEB online” secondary 
school Jewish studies curriculum, to provide teens in non-Jewish schools with access to a full Jewish education.

In addition, UJEB is growing and strengthening as an organisation. In 2020, we added a full-time Business Manager to our staff, 
and are currently recruiting a Deputy Principal - Teaching and Learning. Both of these positions will make a significant contribution 
to continuous improvement in our programs, systems and curriculum.

We are proud to be working to ensure a strong and meaningful Jewish future for the Victorian community.

WIZO VICTORIA

As the Women’s International Zionist Organisation (WIZO) Victoria progressed into its 101st year, we were unfortunately reminded 
by the unrelenting barrage of rockets that reigned down on Israel, that our work is never done. 

In May, thousands of rockets were fired towards Israel, coupled with the already crippling effects of the Corona virus pandemic. 
This led to WIZO being inundated with requests for help from vulnerable Israeli citizens. As businesses, schools, day care centres 
were forced to close, the country virtually shut down. 

To meet this need, WIZO Victoria launched an Emergency Appeal to provide food vouchers for thousands of children who would 
normally receive nutritious meals at a school or day care centre; funding for enhanced emotional support and counselling for 
children and their families and equipment and supplies for shelters. 

We were overwhelmed by the generosity of the Melbourne Jewish community who supported WIZO and allowed us to care for 
people on the ground.

The pandemic also functioned as a pressure cooker for abuse, raising the number of women seeking help to approximately 
200,000 and the number of children to 600,000. WIZO has initiated a number of projects to help. 

A new program called ‘Mine and Only Mine’ was launched to teach teens to identify the warning signs of unhealthy tendencies in 
relationships. A hotline for violent men, staffed by men, is available for those on the verge of violence to call and get help to calm 
themselves and attempt to bring them to therapy. 

Another program called the ‘Safety Net’ has been introduced to provide support for women after they leave the safety of the 
WIZO shelter. The program assists women to find jobs, a secure place to live and schooling for their children. The system has been 
instrumental in ensuring that these women can take care of themselves, thus ensuring that they do not risk going back to their 
abusers. 

Like many organisations, WIZO Victoria has been impacted by the pandemic. However, we proudly believe in the State of Israel 
and will continue to do whatever it takes to continue our critical work supporting the people of Israel. 

Our thanks go to Zionism Victoria for supporting our endeavours and we wish them a Yasher Koach to continue their important 
work in our community.
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ZDVO

ZDVO Beit Halochem Australia is a national organisation that raises funds and awareness for Israel’s 50,000 injured soldiers and 
victims of terror. Before the Pandemic, we were in the fortunate position of hosting guest speakers from Israel in Sydney, Melbourne 
and Perth where they shared their miraculous stories of survival with the local community. 

In the 12 months until June 2021, we adapted to Covid restrictions and embarked on several online fundraising events including 
our annual Rosh Hashanah campaign in September 2020. We also co-hosted online events with St Kilda shule, South Caulfield 
Hebrew congregation and Chabad on Glen Eira as well as a concert at Emma Monash, providing guest speakers from Beit 
Halochem. 

In February 2021, we held our gala online event called A Night of Stars which was viewed by several hundred households. The 
evening included talks by injured Israeli Air Force Pilot, Dror Cohen and wounded combat soldier, Michael Zamir as well as 
insightful remarks from the popular Israeli actor and star of Fauda, Tsachi Halevy. 

We also ran a Yom Hazikaron Yom Ha’atzmaut email campaign to raise awareness about the journey from injury to rehabilitation 
of our members. 

All our events and campaigns have helped raise much needed funds in support of our brave Israeli heroes. Some of the items and 
projects we funded this year include physio and hydrotherapy treatments, wheelchair dancing and wheelchair tennis programs, a 
hydraulic lift for the severely disabled veterans, pilates and martial arts classes and tertiary academic scholarships. 

Congratulations to Zionism Victoria for your ongoing excellent and meaningful work. 

For more information about ZDVO, please call 0416179622 or email zdvo@zdvo.com

Yom Hazikaron Commemoration Ceremony
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Yom Ha’atzmaut Community Festival at Caulfield Racecourse
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ZIONISM VICTORIA EXECUTIVE LIST

PRESIDENT 
Mr Yossi Goldfarb

VICE PRESIDENTS 
Mr John Searle 
Mr Dave Michelson

HON TREASURER 
Mr Greg Blashki

HON SECRETARY 
Mr Simon Rubenstein

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT 
Mrs Sharene Hambur

BOARD MEMBERS 
Mrs Atida Lipshatz 
Mr Sam Tatarka 
Mr Mory Kalkopf 
Mr Ian Samuel OAM 
Mr Dan Sztrajt 
Mr David Opat 
Mr Jeremy Leibler 
Ms Lexi Kowal 
Mr Jeff Morrison 
Ms Liron Rappaport 
Mr Eli Janover 
Mrs Ronit Chrapot

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Mrs Jean Katzen 

CHAIM WEIZMANN AWARD RECIPIENTS 
Mrs Ann Zablud OAM z”l 
Mr Erwin Lamm z’’l 
Mr Jeff Morrison 
Mr Mark Leibler AC 
Mrs Rachel Caplan

CHAIRPERSONS OF DEPARTMENTS:

ALIYA 
Dr Ruth Rosenblum

BETH WEIZMANN 
Mr Sam Tatarka

COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
Mr David Opat

EDUCATION 
Mr Dan Sztrajt

HEBREW LANGUAGE & ISRAELI CULTURE 
Mr Erez Feinberg

JNF LIAISON OFFICER 
Mrs Ilana Maizels

LAMM JEWISH LIBRARY OF AUSTRALIA 
LIAISON 
Mr Ian Samuel OAM

PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Mrs Atida Lipshatz

SECURITY 
Mr Dave Michelson

TOURISM 
Mrs Paulette Cherny OAM

TRADE AND INVESTMENT 
Mr Alex Goodman

UIA LIAISON OFFICER 
Mr Jeff Feldman

YOUTH LIAISON OFFICER 
Mr Eli Boroda

CO-OPTED MEMBERS 
Mr Grahame Leonard AM

MEMBERS WITHOUT PORTFOLIO 
Mr Dean Sherr 
Mr Elliot Epstein 
Mr John Furstenberg

MEMBER OF THE EXECUTIVE 
Mr Sam Salcman OAM

MEMBER EX-OFFICIO

JCCV President  
Mr Daniel Aghion

UIA PRESIDENT 
Mrs Hayley Southwick

UIA TREASURER 
Mr Julian Black OAM

ZFA LIFE MEMBERS 
Mr Nathan Jacobson OBE

ZIONISM VICTORIA REPRESENTATIVES 
TO ZFA 
Mr Dave Michelson 
Ms Sharene Hambur 
Mr Yossi Goldfarb 
Mr John Searle 
Ms Lexi Kowal 
Mr Greg Blashki 
Mr Jeff Morrison 
Mr Dan Sztrajt 
Mr Ian Samuel OAM 
Ms Atida Lipshatz 
Mr Simon Rubenstein 
Mr David Opat 
Mr Sam Tatarka

ZIONISM VICTORIA DELEGATES TO JCCV 
Mr Dave Michelson 
Ms Sharene Hambur 
Mr Yossi Goldfarb 
Mr Jeff Morrison 

Mr Dan Sztrajt 
Mr Ian Samuel OAM 

REPRESENTATIVES OF AFFILIATED 
ORGANISATIONS 

AMEINU 
Mr Dean Sherr 

ARZA 
Mrs Helen Shardey OAM

AUSTRALIAN FORUM OF RUSSIAN 
SPEAKING JEWRY 
Dr Alex Taube

AUSTRALIAN FRIENDS OF RAMBAM  
Ms Robin Shiffman 
Mrs Vered Harel

AUSTRALIAN FRIENDS OF SHA’ARE 
TZEDEK HOSPITAL 
Dr Allan Garfield 
Ms Helen Brustman OAM

AUSTRALIAN FRIENDS OF THE TEL AVIV 
UNIVERSITY 
Ms Rosie Potaznik

AUSTRALASIAN JEWISH MEDICAL 
FEDERATION 
Dr Jack Green 

AUJS VICTORIA PRESIDENT 
Ms Natalie Gunn 
Ms Liron Rapoport

AZYC CHAIRPERSON 
Mr Eli Janover

BEIT AHARON 
Mrs Debbie Hollander

BETAR 
Mr Guy Dyskin

BIALIK COLLEGE 
Ms Kate Beaconsfield

BLAKE STREET HEBREW CONGREGATION 
Mr Andrew Davies

B’NEI AKIVA 
Mr Motty Goodman 
Ms Ellie Moskow

BRIGHTON HEBREW CONGREGATION 
Mr John Glass

CAULFIELD HEBREW CONGREGATION 
Mr Danny Gluck

EXECUTIVE LIST
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COSV 
Mr Mark Cohen

EAST MELBOURNE HEBREW 
CONGREGATION 
Mr Danny Segal

ELWOOD SYNAGOGUE  
Mr Mark Kuran 
Mr Jack Lipson

EMUNAH 
Dr Talia Boltin

FRIENDS OF LIKUD 
Mr Alex Goodman 
Mr Tamir Aloni

HABONIM-DROR 
Ms Jaime Dorfman

HABONIM PARENTS & FRIENDS 
Mr Henry Sharp

HADASSAH 
Mr Ron Finkel AM 
Mrs Ruth Rosen

HASHOMER HATZAIR 
Ms Sapir Atias 
Ms Lily Tamir-Regev

HINENI 
Ms Jamie Braun

JEWISH NATIONAL FUND 
Ms Ilana Maizels

KEHILAT NITZAN 
Dr Sue Zyngier

KEW HEBREW CONGREGATION 
Mr Rodney Goldbloom

KING DAVID SCHOOL 
Mr Marc Light 
Mr David Opat

LEIBLER-YAVNEH COLLEGE 
Mr Gerard Max 
Mr Ari Schachna

MACCABI VICTORIA 
Mr Brian Swersky

MAGEN DAVID ADOM 
Mrs Glynis Lipson

MARCH OF THE LIVING 
Mr Cedric Geffen

MELBOURNE HEBREW CONGREGATION 
Mr Stephen Stern

MERCAZ MASORTI AUSTRALASIA INC 
Mr John Furstenberg

MERETZ AUSTRALIA 
Mr Leon Orbach

MIZRACHI 
Mr Sam Seigel

MOUNT SCOPUS COLLEGE 
Ms Amy Hershan

NCJWA (VIC) 
Mrs Helen Lewin

NETZER 
Mr Sefi Shalam 
Ms Noa Abrahams

NORTH-EASTERN JEWISH WAR 
MEMORIAL CENTRE 
Rabbi Menachem Sabbach

PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM VICTORIA 
Dr Phillip Bliss OAM 
Mrs Kathy Kaplan OAM

SEPHARDI ASSOCIATION OF VICTORIA 
Ms Joanne Levy

SHALOM ASSOCIATION 
Mr Boris Feldmann

SOUTH CAULFIELD HEBREW 
CONGREGATION 
Mr Kollen Sussman

ST KILDA HEBREW CONGREGATION 
Mr Anton Block

THE ARK CENTRE 
Rabbi Gabi Kaltmann

TZOFIM –ISRAEL SCOUTS 
Mr Michael Manheim

UIA VICTORIA 
Mrs Hayley Southwick 
Mr Jeff Feldman

UJEB 
Ms Gabi Crafti 
Mr Itzik Stokman

WIZO VICTORIA  
Mrs Ronit Chrapot

ZDVO- BEIT HALOCHEM AUSTRALIA 
Dr Anthony Gafin

Yom Ha’atzmaut Parliamentary Cocktails at Hotel Windsor
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PRESIDENT
Yossi Goldfarb

VICE PRESIDENT 
Dave Michelson

VICE PRESIDENT 
John Searle

HON. TREASURER 
Greg Blashki

HON. SECRETARY 
Simon Rubenstein

BWJCC CHAIR
Sam Tatarka

BOARD MEMBER 
Lexi Kowal

BOARD MEMBER 
Atida Lipshatz

BOARD MEMBER 
Dan Sztrajt

BOARD MEMBER 
Jeff Morrison 

EX - OFFICIO ZFA 
Jeremy Leibler

BOARD MEMBER 
David Opat

EX - OFFICIO AZYC 
Eli Janover

BOARD MEMBER 
Ian Samuel OAM

EX - OFFICIO AUJS 
Liron Rapaport

IMMEDIATE PAST 
PRESIDENT

Sharene Hambur

BOARD MEMBERS
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BETH WEIZMANN JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTRE

LAMM JEWISH LIBRARY OF AUSTRALIA

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Jean Katzen

GRANTS &  

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Daniella Gozlan

RECEPTION

Belinda 
Stojanovski

LIBRARY  

TECHNICIAN

Sophie Brand

BUILDING 

MANAGER

Mile Stojanovski

LIBRARY  

DIRECTOR

Lauren Joffe

GRANTS

Cynthia Pollak 
OAM

EXECUTIVE 

ASSISTANT

Jodi Liebenberg

EVENTS

Charlene Miller
BOOKKEPER

Rina Retman
ADVERTISING & 

RELATIONSHIPS

Sandra Sochen

ADVOCACY & 

COMMUNICATIONS

Joey Wilkinson

SOCIAL MEDIA 

OFFICER

Joey Wilkinson
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Zionism Victoria recalls with sorrow the memory of those 
heroic members of the Israeli Defence Forces who have 

fallen in the service of their country during the past year. 
We mourn their passing and acknowledge and honour their 

supreme sacrifice. We extend our heartfelt sympathy to 
the families and friends of the victims of terrorism and  

anti-semitism over the past year within Israel and abroad. 

This Annual Assembly of Zionism Victoria also pays tribute 
to the memory of our Zionist colleagues who have passed 

away during the year.

יהי זכרם ברוך
MAY THEIR MEMORY BE BLESSED


